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Enter your 
playground

The world of sport provides a natural and often much needed 
space where you can play with your thoughts, feelings, expres-
sions and movements.

For many years, SELECT has helped bring out the athlete’s in-
ner artist through durable quality products that retain a constant 
balance between innovation and history. We are convinced that 
our passion for making balls and sports equipment shines through 
and is one of the main reasons why SELECT is the players’ choice. 

Welcome to this year’s catalogue – and welcome to your playground.





Historical
the art of sport

SELECT since 1947
With a unique story behind it, SELECT is currently one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of hand-stitched balls. The innovative Danish company produces 
over three million balls a year, exports to 50 countries and is represented worldwide.

SELECT was founded in 1947 by Danish national football player Eigil Nielsen, 
who in 1962 revolutionised the market with the development of a football made 
with 32 panels. Since then the company has grown rapidly, and the mission is to 
continue to create the world's best balls.

Today all over the world football and handball matches are played with balls 
based on Eigil Nielsen's longlasting revolution. SELECT continued its innovative 
legacy in 2012 and inserted yet another milestone in the history of the ball - the 
world's first intelligent football, the SELECT iBall.
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Gordon Banks and SELECT

One of football's greatest goalkeep-
ers ever, Gordon Banks of England, 
helped SELECT to develop and opti-
mise their goalkeeper products.

Italian football and SELECT

AC Milan, AS Roma, Juventus FC, 
SSC Napoli and many other teams 
from the strong Italian Serie A used the  
BRILLANT SUPER as their official 
match ball for many years.

The Laudrups and SELECT

The genius Danish footballing broth-
ers, Brian and Michael Laudrup as 
well as their father Finn, have enjoyed 
a close relationship with SELECT and 
have been ambassadors for SELECT 
footballs.

FIFA and SELECT

SELECT’s position in the football in-
dustry led to FIFA in 1996 requesting 
the company's assistance when set-
ting the universal quality standards for 
footballs.

The first SELECT ball

Eigil Nielsen developed his first ever 
football in 1947 and SELECT was born.

Nielsen qualified as a sports psycholo-
gist and worked in the leather industry, 
which is where he created the first ball.

The world's first 32-panel ball

SELECT presented the world's first 
football to have 32 panels in 1962 
and in 1972, the world's first 32 panel 
handball.

The first laceless football in the 
world

SELECT introduced the world's first 
laceless football in 1951. The same 
year it became the official match ball 
for the Danish national team.

SELECT’s social responsibility

Every year SELECT supports third 
world countries providing thousands of 
balls through emergency aid organisa-
tions, and has since 1995 run a health 
and education programme (SAHEP) for 
production work in Pakistan.

IHF og SELECT

In 2005 The International Handball 
Federation chose SELECT as their ball 
supplier for the World Cup and Olym-
pic Games. This was the beginning for 
SELECT to become the world’s leading 
handball brand.



Inspired by history,
designed for the future
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Belgian football and SELECT

SELECT became the official match 
ball for the Belgian Jupiler Pro League 
in 2009 as well as for the promis-
ing national team with stars like 
Eden Hazard, Vincent Kompany and  
Marouane Fellaini in 2010.

The Danish national team 
and SELECT

In 2011 DBU and SELECT celebrated a 
remarkable 60 year anniversary.  
SELECT has been supplying match 
balls for the Danish national football 
team since 1951, and the contract is 
still running.

The world's first 
intelligent football

In 2012 SELECT introduced the world's 
first intelligent football, the SELECT 
iBall. FIFA's endorsement of the tech-
nology is the finest proof that SELECT 
remains at the forefront of ball develop-
ment. Thus SELECT set another mile-
stone in the history of football.

French handball and SELECT

The powerful French handball league 
for men, chose SELECT ULTIMATE as 
their official match ball.



Legendary
the art of sport



Footballs
The world’s biggest sport deserves the world’s best balls. The range 
is huge and consists of balls of the highest quality for professio-
nals, their aspirants and all other players. Our legendary BRILLIANT 
SUPER is the official match ball in the Belgian league and for the  
talented Belgian national team, and is also the preferred ball of the 
Danish national team and a number of European clubs – and more 
recently the entire Finnish league. 
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Introduction

An optimally round football consists of 32 
panels made up of 12 pentagons and 20 
hexagons. Hidden behind the elegant ex-
terior of the balls in our Pro and Club Se-
ries are five crucial elements. The bladder, 
the valve, the lining, the synthetic leather 
and the stitching.

Logo and design

The large iconic SELECT logo in the 
middle of the ball combined with the 
distinctive design in the joins between 
the panels, dates back many years and 
is the symbol of SELECT’s tradition-
rich and proud history.

Approved by FIFA

Our standards for quality are the high-
est in the business and exceed FIFA’s 
regulations for the best match balls. The 
balls are of course tested and approved 
according to FIFA and IMS standards.



Quality comes from inside

3. Double Lock valve

The rubber material used in our valves is well known for being 
airtight and together with the Double Lock system, where the air 
must pass through two ”gates” to escape, the ball is even more 
airtight than the requirements demanded by FIFA.

4. PU surface (synthetic leather)

The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyu-
rethane (PU). The surface of this material can be either ”shiny” 

or ”grain” and consists of lots of PU fibres. Combined this gives 
the football a strong surface with consistent softness. BRILLANT  

SUPER and VISION are the only balls made using elastic micro-
fiber, which ensures unique playing qualities.

5. Stitching

All balls in the Pro and Club Series are hand 
stitched. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 

double stitches and 60 corner stitches and are closed 
off (especially for SELECT) with a double knot. The ball 

lasts longer this way.

Quality control and guarantee

High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball  
undergoes a stringent test at our production plant in Pakistan. 
Here they are tested for stitching, surface, roundness, circum-
ference, weight, air retention and colour printing. Even the 
bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.

SELECT provides a 2-year stitching and roundness guaran-
tee for each football - and a 3-year guarantee for the top 
ball, BRILLANT SUPER.

1. Zero Wing bladder

The patented bladder is made of high performance natural latex. The Zero Wing concept has 
been developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder is as round as possible. 
Many other balls are fitted with butyl bladders, which have the disadvantage of the bounce 
becoming subdued. SELECT solely uses latex bladders in our balls with build-in balance point 
at the opposite side of the valve hole. This, together with the Zero Wing concept, ensures a 
perfectly balanced ball with a very lively bounce.

2. Lining

To stabilise the ball and to ensure that it remains round; its 32 panels are lined with several layers 
of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness and improves the contact between the 

ball and the foot. At the same time, it helps to keep the ball water resistant. The composition of the 
materials used in the lining is extremely important and therefore varies from model to model. Through 

a great number of tests, we have managed to ensure the optimal combination of linings to guarantee 
the stability and playing qualities of each individual football. We therefore use many different types of 

linings, each with their own individual strengths.

A SELECT ball will last for a very long 
time if these instructions are followed: 
1. Straighten the ball out as best as 
possible.

2. Shake the ball so that the bladder is 
hanging loosely and vertically beneath the 

valve hole.

3. Allow 1 - 2 drops of SELECT valve oil to drip 
into the valve hole. Remember to oil the ball 

regularly so that the valve doesn’t dry out.

4. Pump the ball up with a SELECT pump. It 
is important that the bladder is in the vertical 

position as shown here. Always remember to 
use the nipple.

5. Use a SELECT pressure gauge to check if 
the ball has the recommended pressure (see 

recommendation on the ball).

6. Clean the ball with a brush and tepid water. Dry 
the ball with a cloth. Place the ball in a ventilated 
room with a temperature of 15 - 20°C.

Sizes

Ball size Circumference Normal weight Light weight

3 62 - 63,5 cm 310 - 330 g. 280 - 300 g.

4 64 - 66 cm 340 - 360 g. 310 - 330 g.

5 68 - 70 cm 410 - 450 g. 390 - 410 g.



Belgium’s Choice
SELECT BRILLANT SUPER



13This range of footballs are used for football matches played at top professional level.

BRILLANT SUPER
Use: Matches at the absolute highest level

Material: FPUS 2000 - extremely durable synthetic leather

Qualities: Match ball in top professional quality. The football 
feels light and is easy to kick. It maintains its stability and 
perfectly round shape match after match. Tested and ap-
proved by FIFA for dimensions, weight, bounce, water ab-
sorption etc. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball 
ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps 
the ball airtight. The ball is hand-sewn. 

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

3615901001 
0114901001

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

BRILLANT SUPER
Use: Matches at the absolute highest level

Material: FPUS 2000 - extremely durable synthetic leather

Qualities: Match ball in top professional quality with DBU 
logo on the front. The football feels light and is easy to kick. 
It maintains its stability and perfectly round shape match 
after match. Tested and approved by FIFA for dimensions, 
weight, bounce, water absorption etc. A patented Zero-
Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness 
and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football 
is hand-sewn. 

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

BRILLANT SUPER
Use: Matches at the absolute highest level

Material: FPUS 2000 - extremely durable synthetic leather

Qualities: Match ball in top professional quality. Manu-
factured in a distinctive orange colour suitable for snowy 
weather. The football feels light and is easy to kick. It main-
tains its stability and perfectly round shape match after 
match. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball en-
sures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the 
ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

BRILLANT SUPER
Use: Matches at the absolute highest level

Material: FPUS 2000 - extremely durable synthetic leather

Qualities: Match ball in top professional quality. Manufac-
tured in a distinctive yellow colour suitable for snowy weath-
er. The football feels light and is easy to kick. It maintains 
its stability and perfectly round shape match after match. 
A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures 
optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball 
airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

Footballs The Pro Series

ITEM NO.

3615901061 

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

ITEM NO.

3615901051

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

Hiding behind the exclusive exterior of the BRILLANT SUPER is a football that has been manufactured using specially developed Japanese TEIJIN micro fibre. 

A thoroughly tested feeling of liveliness and lightness has been achieved without compromising the thickness of the material or inserting foam. The excellent quali- 

ties such as control and stability, which have always been main characteristics for the BRILLANT SUPER, have naturally been maintained. 

The material might be Japanese but the BRILLANT SUPER is produced, as always, by our long-term supplier in Pakistan. The football is hand-sewn and manufactured 

using high quality materials from the inside to the outside. The patented “Zero-Wing” bladder by SELECT ensures that the ball is constantly balanced when travelling 

through the air and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball suitably airtight.

The combination of a specially manufactured under lining of finely weaved cotton and polyester, together with the ultra thin and extremely flexible micro fibre, gives the 

football an extra softness that makes it easier to kick than before. The extremely durable TEIJIN micro fibre material ensures that the football maintains its high quality 

and round shape and absorbs an absolute minimum amount of water.

ITEM NO.

3615901023 

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES



Sponsorships in the world of football
SELECT is the official ball supplier for the Danish and Belgian national teams, the best Belgian league (Jupiler Pro League), the best Finnish league (Veikkausliiga) and the Russian and Serbian first 
divisions. The BRILLANT SUPER is also supplied to a vast number of teams around the world.



Denmark’s Choice
SELECT BRILLANT SUPER



FC Midtjylland’s Choice
SELECT BRILLANT SUPER
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SUPER
Use: Club matches at the highest level

Material: FPUS 1900 “pattern”

Qualities: Exclusive PU material with structure guarantees 
that the football maintains its high quality and roundness  
after every kick. At the same time the football feels light and 
easy to kick. Tested and approved by FIFA for dimensions, 
weight, bounce, water absorption etc. A patented Zero-Wing 
bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and 
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is 
hand-sewn.

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

3625501002
0124501002

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

vISIoN
Use: Club matches at the highest level 

Material: FPUS 1800 “shiny”

Qualities: Match ball for girls in extremely soft PU mate-
rial with micro fibre. Reduced weight and size compared to 
a normal football. Meets the requirements for using in top-
level matches. Tested and approved by the IMS for dimen-
sions, weight, bounce, water absorption etc. A patented 
Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal round-
ness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The 
football is hand-sewn. 

Approval: IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5)

RoyALE
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1800 “shiny”

Qualities: High quality PU material. The football enables the 
player to have fantastic ball control in all weather and play-
ing conditions and is constantly balanced when travelling 
through the air. Tested and approved by the IMS for dimen-
sions, weight, bounce, water absorption etc. A patented 
Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal round-
ness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The 
football is hand-sewn.  

Approval: IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5)

PRImERA
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUG 1800 “grain”

Qualities: High quality PU material. The special ”grain” sur-
face gives the ball a slower feel and therefore makes it easier 
to control than a normal football. Tested and approved by 
the IMS for dimensions, weight, bounce, water absorption 
etc. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures 
optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball 
airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

Approval: IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

0225901003
0224901003

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

ITEM NO.

0225301009 
0224301009

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

NUmERo 10
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1500 “shiny”

Qualities: Top quality PU material combined with great  
durability go to make this football perfect for all kinds of 
playing conditions. Tested and approved by FIFA for dimen-
sions, weight, bounce, water absorption etc. A patented 
Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal round-
ness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The 
football is hand-sewn.

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

3675001031

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

NUmERo 10
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1500 “shiny”

Qualities: Top quality PU material combined with great  
durability go to make this football perfect for all kinds of 
playing conditions. Tested and approved by the IMS for di-
mensions, weight, bounce, water absorption etc. A patented 
Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal round-
ness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The 
football is hand-sewn. 

Approval: IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

0575001002 
0574001002
0573001002

SIZE

5
4
3

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

ITEM NO.

0385001002
0384001002
0383001002 

SIZE

5
4
3

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

This range of balls are suitable for club-level matches and training. Footballs The Club Series



FC Nordsjælland’s Choice
SELECT BRILLANT SUPER
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vIkINg
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUG 1500 “grain”

Qualities: Durable football for hard and stony surfaces. The 
special ”grain” surface gives the ball a slower feel and there-
fore makes it easier to control than a normal football. Tested 
and approved by the IMS for dimensions, weight, bounce, 
water absorption etc. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside 
of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock 
valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

Approval: IMS APPROVED

ITEM NO.

0465901006 

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

PALERmo
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1500 “shiny”

Qualities: Quality football for girls in soft PU material. The 
ball is about 20 grams lighter than a normal football and 
the risk of sustaining injuries owing to overexertion is sig-
nificantly reduced. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of 
the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve 
keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

Footballs The Club Series

ITEM NO.

0575901009 
0574901009
0573901009

SIZE

5
4
3

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

TEAm
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1300

Qualities: All-round football in quality PU material with an 
exclusive structure. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of 
the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve 
keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. The TEAM 
is a football where one really gets full value for money.   

Approval: FIFA APPROVED

ITEM NO.

3675501004

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

TEAm
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1300

Qualities: All-round football in quality PU material with an 
exclusive structure. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of 
the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve 
keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. The TEAM 
is a football where one really gets full value for money.      

ITEM NO.

0865501004
0864501004
0863501004

SIZE

5
4
3

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

mATCh
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FFPUS 1400 “shiny”

Qualities: Football with standard patterned PU surface. On 
the underside of the PU material is a layer of high quality 
SBR neoprene, which makes it extra soft to kick. A strong 
underlining ensures that the ball is stable in its flight through 
the air. Inside the ball a patented Zero Wing bladder ensures 
optimum roundness, and a Double-Lock valve ensures high 
airtightness. The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: FIFA INSPECTED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

3675301040
0574301002

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

TEAm
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1300

Qualities: All-round football in quality PU material with an 
exclusive structure. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of 
the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve 
keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. The TEAM 
is a football where one really gets full value for money.      

Approval: FIFA APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

3675501036

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***



SELECT BRILLANT SUPER

Finland’s
Choice
The best Finish football league is now the only 
Nordic league to have a common match ball. 
SELECT’s top ball, BRILLANT SUPER, will from 
2014 and at least three years ahead be a perma-
nent fixture for all matches in Veikkausliiga.

That all teams play with the same ball will without 
doubt improve the quality of the game long-term. 
SELECT is already the leading brand in Finnish 
football, and was therefore the obvious choice.
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CoNTRA
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: All-round, top quality football. The football is best 
suited for matches played on grass. A patented Zero-Wing 
bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and 
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is 
hand-sewn.  

ITEM NO.

0855101002 
0854101002
0853101002 

SIZE

5
4
3

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

CoSmoS ExTRA 
EvERfLEx
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FRUG 1300

Qualities: An extremely durable football made of a special 
rubber material. The ball is suitable for wet weather, mud, 
gravel and snow. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of 
the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve 
keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

ITEM NO.

0695201062
0694201062
 

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

CoNTRA
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: All-round, top quality football. The football is best 
suited for matches played on grass. A patented Zero-Wing 
bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and 
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is 
hand-sewn.  

Approval: FIFA INSPECTED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

3655101292

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

fLASh TURf
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1500 “shiny”

Qualities: High quality PU material. The football is extremely 
durable making it perfect for matches played on artificial 
grass. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball en-
sures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the 
ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn.  

ITEM NO.

0575001052 
0574001052

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

x-TURf
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1300 “shiny”

Qualities: Durable football for matches on artificial grass. 
A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures 
optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball 
airtight. The football is hand-sewn.   

ITEM NO.

0865101053
0864101053

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

dIAmoNd
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FFPUS 1200 “shiny”

Qualities: All-round football made   of quality TPU material 
lined with foam, which makes it extra soft to kick. Inside the 
ball a patented Zero-Wing bladder provides optimum round-
ness, and a Double-Lock valve ensures high airtightness. 
The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IMS APPROVED (SIZE 5)

ITEM NO.

0855301002
0854301002
0853301002

SIZE

5
4
3

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

This range of balls are suitable for club-level matches and training. Footballs The Club Series



Youngster’s Choice
SELECT TALENTo
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TALENTo 
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: FPUS 1400 “shiny”

Qualities: Popular football in top quality for kids and young-
sters. The ball is made in the official size but weighs 30 - 40 
grams less than a normal football making it easier for chil-
dren to develop their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing 
bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and 
a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is 
hand-sewn.

ITEM NO.

0775802606
0774802909
0773802202

SIZE

5 (Orange) 
4 (Purple) 
3 (Blue)

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

TALENTo SofT
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1300 “shiny”

Qualities: Childrens football for 5 - 7 year olds. The ball is 
made in the official size but weighs 60 - 80 grams less than a 
normal size 4 football making it easier for children to develop 
their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of 
the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve 
keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

ITEM NO.

0764801003

 

SIZE

4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial  grass***
Gravel ***

SPIdER PRo
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1300 ”pattern”

Qualities:  Upgraded version of the popular Spider ball. The 
SPIDER PRO is a match ball for kids and youngsters and is 
made of high quality PU material with an exclusive structure. 
The ball has a maximally reduced weight compared to a nor-
mal football. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball 
ensures optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps 
the ball airtight.

Weight: 290-310 g 

ITEM NO.

0765701002
0764701002

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

SPIdER PRo
Use: Club matches and training 

Material:  FPUS 1300 ”pattern”

Qualities: Upgraded version of the popular Spider ball. The 
SPIDER PRO is a match ball for kids and youngsters and is 
made of high quality PU material with an exclusive structure. 
The ball has a reduced weight compared to a normal foot-
ball. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures 
optimal roundness and a Double-Lock valve keeps the ball 
airtight. 

Weight: 340-360 g

ITEM NO.

0765701003

SIZE

5

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

foRzA
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Top quality football for kids and youngsters. The 
ball is made in the official size but weighs 30 - 40 grams 
less than a normal football making it easier for children to 
develop their playing skills. A patented Zero-Wing bladder 
inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a Double-
Lock valve keeps the ball airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

ITEM NO.

0765801002
0764801002

SIZE

5
4

DURABILITY

Grass ***
Artificial grass ***
Gravel ***

The Youth Line footballs are suitable for Club-level matches and training. Footballs The Club Series - Youth Line



24 The footballs in The Special Series are used for various goalkeeper excercises and for outfield players to practice headers with.

goALIE 600  
Use: Practicing goal kicks 

Material: FPUS 1500 “shiny”

Qualities: Special developed football weighing a whole 600 
grams. The goalkeeper can use this ball to practice and im-
prove his goal kick. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the 
football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

ITEM NO.

2675000600

SIZE

5

Footballs The Special Series

goALIE 1000
Use: Practicing throwouts

Material: FPUS 1500 “shiny”

Qualities: Special developed football weighing a whole 
1000 grams. The goalkeeper can use this ball to practice 
and improve his throw-outs. A Double-Lock valve ensures 
that the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

ITEM NO.

2675001000

SIZE

5

goALIE REfLEx 
ExTRA
Use: Reflex training

Material: FRUG 1300

Qualities: A special developed football that flies and bounces 
unpredictably for training the goalkeeper’s reflexes. A Double-
Lock valve ensures that the football is airtight. The football 
is hand-sewn.  

ITEM NO.

2655201003 

SIZE

5

CoLPo dI TESTA
Use: Header training

Material: FPUG 1500

Qualities: A special developed football made of soft mate-
rial that feels pleasant on the forehead when heading. The 
cord on the ball can be tied to the crossbar and therefore 
make header training easy to practice alone. A Double-Lock 
valve ensures that the football is airtight. The football is 
hand-sewn. 

ITEM NO.

2689601002

 

SIZE

5



25The footballs in The Indoor Series are lighter than normal footballs and therefore easier to control when playing indoors.

BRILLANT SUPER 
INdooR
Use: Top matches at all levels

Material: FPUS 2000 

Qualities: Match ball in top professional quality. A unique 
type of under lining and a bladder that is 20 - 30 grams 
lighter than those in outdoor footballs make the ball feel 
softer and easier to control. The ball retains its stability and 
perfectly round shape after every match and a Double-Lock 
valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The football is hand-
sewn. 

ITEM NO.

1015701009

SIZE

5

SoLo SofT 
INdooR
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: FPUG 1200 “grain”

Qualities: High quality PU material and extremely durable. 
A special ”grain” surface, a unique type of under lining and 
a bladder that is 20 - 30 grams lighter than those in outdoor 
footballs make the ball feel softer and easier to control. A 
Double-Lock valve ensures that the football is airtight. The 
football is hand-sewn.  

Footballs The Indoor Series

ITEM NO.

1095701002 
1094701002
1093701002

SIZE

5
4
3

SPEEd INdooR
Use: Club training and play

Material: FPUF 1400

Qualities: An extra soft and pleasant football made of Soft 
Felt, which is the kind of material we normally associate with 
tennis balls. The ball has a fantastic feel due to the combina-
tion of the special surface and the bladder, which is 20 - 30 
grams lighter than usual. A Double-Lock valve ensures that 
the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn. 

ITEM NO.

1065401054 
1064401054

SIZE

5
4



26 The footballs in The Five A Side Series have a reduced bounce, which in 
terms of level corresponds to a bounce between a futsal and an indoor football.

fIvE A SIdE
Use: Club matches at the highest level

Material: FPUG 1500 “grain”

Qualities: High quality PU material and extremely durable. 
The ball has a reduced bounce and is suitable for matches 
on all indoor sufaces. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the 
football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.

ITEM NO.

1094401005

SIZE

4

Footballs The Five A Side Series

INdooR fIvE
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: FPUG 1300 “grain”

Qualities: Match and training football made of durable ma-
terial. The ball has a reduced bounce and a Double-Lock 
valve to ensure that the ball is airtight. The football is hand-
sewn. 

ITEM NO.

1074401002

SIZE

4

INdooR
Use: Club training

Material: FPUS 1300 “shiny”

Qualities: Child and youngsters football - suitable for train-
ing. The ball has a reduced bounce and a Double-Lock valve 
to ensure that the ball is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.  

ITEM NO.

1084401009
1083401009 

SIZE

4
3



27The balls in The Futsal Series have reduced and reliable bounce according 
to the official rules of Futsal, which makes them easy to control.

fUTSAL SUPER
Use: Club matches and training

Material: FPUS 1700 “pearl”

Qualities: Exclusive PU material guarantees that the ball 
maintains its high quality and roundness after every kick. A 
specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures 
a reliable and extremely low bounce making it easy to con-
trol. Tested and approved by FIFA for dimensions, weight 
and bounce etc. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball 
is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn. 

Approval: FIFA APPROVED

ITEM NO.

3613401002 

SIZE

62,5-63,5 
cm

WEIGHT

410-430 g

fUTSAL mASTER
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: FPUG 1500 “grain”

Qualities: High quality PU material and extremely durable. A 
specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures 
a reliable and extremely low bounce making it easy to con-
trol. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The 
ball is hand-sewn. 

fUTSAL mImAS
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1300 “pattern”

Qualities: Training ball made of high quality PU material. A 
specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures 
a reliable and extremely low bounce making it easy to con-
trol. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The 
ball is hand-sewn.  

Footballs The Futsal Series

ITEM NO.

1063401003 

ITEM NO.

1073401052

ITEM NO.

1072401004

ITEM NO.

1071401002

ITEM NO.

1073401004

fUTSAL mImAS 
LIghT
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1300 ”pattern”

Qualities: A lightweight training ball for youngsters with a 
reduced weight of approx 360 grams, making it significantly 
lighter than a normal futsal ball. This makes it ideal for use 
as a training ball for children and youngsters. A specially 
developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures a reli-
able and extremely low bounce making it easy to control. A 
Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball 
is hand-sewn.

fUTSAL mImAS
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1300 “pattern”

Qualities: Training ball made of high quality PU material. A 
specially developed butyl bladder inside of the ball ensures 
a reliable and extremely low bounce making it easy to con-
trol. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the ball is airtight. The 
ball is hand-sewn.  

fUTSAL mImAS 
jUNIoR
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1300 “pattern”

Qualities: Great training ball for youngsters made of high 
quality PU material. A specially developed butyl bladder in-
side of the ball ensures a reliable and extremely low bounce 
making it easy to control. The ball is smaller and lighter than 
a normal futsal ball. A Double-Lock valve ensures that the 
ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn. 

SIZE

62-64 cm

WEIGHT

400-440 g

SIZE

62-64 cm

WEIGHT

400-440 g

SIZE

62-64 cm

WEIGHT

400-440 g

SIZE

55-57 cm

WEIGHT

340-350 g

SIZE

62-64 cm

WEIGHT

350-360 g



U
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Technique at the highest level
Futsal is a growing sport and FIFA has a declared  intent to spread the knowledge of the game worldwide. In many countries, 
leagues of part- or full-time professional teams already exist drawing big crowds of spectators.

This is football at the highest technical level pushing each player to challenge their direct opponent as well as themselves to the 
limit. When futsal is at its best it can seem nearly unreal in its intensity and pace.

Many of the biggest stars in modern international football owe their abilities to futsal, as it was in futsal they started their career. 
Players like Pelé, Zico, Ronaldo, Ronaldinho and Robinho have all played futsal and their playing style is directly related to this 
super technical game.

For many years SELECT has been producing futsal balls of a very high quality and they are now so prized that the top ball, the 
FUTSAL SUPER, has been selected as the official match ball for many federations - such as the Croatian, Serbian, Ukrainian 
and Russian federations. It is also the official league ball in a number of countries - including the Czech Republic, Croatia, Serbia 
and the United States.

fUTSAL ATTACk
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Training ball with a specially developed butyl 
bladder, which ensures a reliable and extremely low bounce 
making it easy to control. A Double-Lock valve ensures that 
the ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn.   

ITEM NO.

1083401006

SIZE

62-64 cm

WEIGHT

400-440 g

ITEM NO.

1082401006

fUTSAL ATTACk 
jUNIoR
Use: Club training 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Training ball for youngsters with a specially devel-
oped butyl bladder, which ensures a reliable and extremely 
low bounce making it easy to control. A Double-Lock valve 
ensures that the ball is airtight. The ball is hand-sewn.

SIZE

55-57 cm

WEIGHT

340-350 g





30 The Leisure Series consists of a number of all-round footballs that are ideal  
for playing with on the street, in the garden or in the school playground.Footballs The Leisure Series

STREET SoCCER
Use: All kinds of games and play 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Street ball made of a special and extra durable 
PU material. The ball has a lesser and more controlled 
bounce than a traditional football, which makes it perfect 
for playing with in the street or in the school playground. A 
Double-Lock valve inside ensures that the football is airtight. 
The football is hand-sewn.

ITEM NO.

0955299666

SIZE

4½

STREET SoCCER
Use: All kinds of games and play 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Street ball made of a special and extra durable  
PU material. The ball has a lesser and more controlled 
bounce than a traditional football, which makes it perfect 
for playing with in the street or in the school playground. A 
Double-Lock valve inside ensures that the football is airtight. 
The football is hand-sewn.

STREET SoCCER
Use: All kinds of games and play 

Material: FPUS 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Street ball made of a special and extra durable  
PU material. The ball has a lesser and more controlled 
bounce than a traditional football, which makes it perfect 
for playing with in the street or in the school playground. A 
Double-Lock valve inside ensures that the football is airtight. 
The football is hand-sewn.

AdvANCE
Use: All kinds of games and play

Material: FPUS 1300

Qualities: All-round football made of PU material with sur-
face structure. A Double-Lock valve inside ensures that the 
football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn. The ADVANCE 
is a football where one really gets full value for money. 

BRILLANT REPLICA
Use: All kinds of games and play

Material: PVC 1000 “shiny”

Qualities: All-round football in exactly the same design as 
the top ball model BRILLANT SUPER. The ball is made of a 
soft PVC material. A Double-Lock valve inside ensures that 
the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.  

BRILLANT REPLICA
Use: All kinds of games and play

Material: PVC 1000 “shiny”

Qualities: All-round football in exactly the same design as 
the top ball model BRILLANT SUPER. The ball is made of a 
soft PVC material. A Double-Lock valve inside ensures that 
the football is airtight. The football is hand-sewn.  

ITEM NO.

0955299111

SIZE

4½

ITEM NO.

0955299555

 

SIZE

4½

ITEM NO.

3595801066
3594801066
3593801066 

SIZE

5
4
3

ITEM NO.

0985801001
0984801001
0983801001

SIZE

5
4
3

ITEM NO.

3565101764
3564101764
 

SIZE

5
4

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES
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CLASSIC
Use: All kinds of games and play

Material: PVC 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: All-round football for children and youngsters. 
The ball is made of a soft and attractive material with a shiny 
surface. Three different types are available in a new and 
richly coloured design. The football is machine-sewn. 

CLASSIC 47
Use: All kinds of games and play for younger children 

Material: PVC 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Mini version of CLASSIC. The ball is suitable for 
very young children who would like to become acquainted 
with the sport of football. Just like its ”big brother”, the 
CLASSIC 47 is made of a soft and attractive material with 
a shiny surface. Three different types are available in a new 
and richly coloured design. The football is machine-sewn. 

ITEM NO.

2614714002
2614714003
2614714005

SIZE

47 cm (Blue)
47 cm (Red)
47 cm (Yellow)

The Leisure Series consists of a number of all-round footballs that are ideal  
for playing with on the street, in the garden or in the school playground. Footballs The Leisure Series

BRILLANT SUPER 47
Use: All kinds of games and play for younger children 

Material: PVC 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Mini version of BRILLANT SUPER. The ball is 
suitable for very young children who would like to become 
acquainted with the sport of football. The ball is made of a 
soft and attractive material with a shiny surface. The football 
is machine-sewn. 

BRILLANT SUPER 47
Use: All kinds of games and play for younger children 

Material: PVC 1100 “shiny”

Qualities: Mini version of BRILLANT SUPER. The ball is 
suitable for very young children who would like to become 
acquainted with the sport of football. The ball is made of a 
soft and attractive material with a shiny surface. Comes with 
the DBU logo on the front. The football is machine-sewn.

ITEM NO.

3504701750

SIZE

47 cm

ITEM NO.

2614701001

SIZE

47 cm
ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

ITEM NO.

0995814002
0994814002
0993814002

0995814003
0994814003
0993814003

0995814005
0994814005
0993814005

SIZE

5 (Blue)
4 (Blue)
3 (Blue)

5 (Red)
4 (Red)
3 (Red)

5 (Yellow)
4 (Yellow)
3 (Yellow)
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moNTA  
STREETmATCh™
Use: Street matches 

Material: Denim

Qualities: The ball has an outer shell made from 
raw denim which, besides being pretty cool, gives 
the ball optimum playabilities and ensures that the 
player has complete ball control. Just like denim 
jeans the Street Match ball only gets better as it 
is worn. On the inside the ball is equipped with a 
special bladder with LowBounceEffectTM, which 
makes it a lot easier to control on the street than a 
traditional football. 
 
The ball is official street football size.

moNTA  
fREESTyLER™
Use: Freestyling 

Material: Canvas/linen

Qualities: This ball is for the street football artist who 
wants to juggle and do fancy tricks. So the Monta 
FreeStylerTM has different qualities than the Monta 
StreetMatchTM. It has a softer touch and higher 
bounce. The essence of freestyling is to keep the 
ball in the air as much as possible - so the cleaner 
the ball is, the better you are.

The ball is official street football size.

ITEM NO.

5210145131

SIZE

4½

ITEM NO.

5211145616

SIZE

4½

Monta Street Soccer  ONLY AVAILABLE IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES



MONTA’s street balls give equilibrists the 
chance to show off. FreeStyler is perfect for 
conjuring up magic in the air and StreetMatch 
is the official street ball.   

MONTA is the first and only brand specialising
in street football and tour the whole world with 
the charismatic, Dutch football star Edgar  
Davids as front man developing street tourna-
ments and freestyle competitions. SELECT is 
the official Scandinavian partner and distribu-
tor of this unique ball.





Ultimately
the art of sport

Many of the biggest stars in handball aim for success with our 
best handball, ULTIMATE. Among the numerous major Europe-
an clubs, Paris SG, HSV Handball and Barcelona have all chosen 
this ball as their official match ball. And other traditional handball  
nations such as Denmark, Russia and Serbia enjoy its high quality on 
their home ground. Our extensive range of handballs is now available 
in a new and colorful design.

Handballs



1

3
4

5

2

6

Introduction

An optimally round handball consists of 32 
panels made up of 12 pentagons and 20 
hexagons. Hidden behind the colourful 
exterior of the balls in our Pro and Club 
range are six crucial elements. The blad-
der, the valve, the lining, the foam, the 
synthetic leather and the stitching.

Logo and design

The large iconic SELECT logo in the 
middle of the ball combined with the 
distinctive design in the joins between 
the fields, dates back many years and 
is the symbol of SELECT’s tradition-
rich and proud history.

Approved by IHF

The majority of our balls are approved 
by the IHF. This is the highest form of 
quality assurance there is. This is a re-
quirement for the balls to be used for 
international games and other official 
matches under the auspices of the IHF.



360 degrees of perfection360 degrees of perfection

4. Foam

The most important factor regarding the softness of the ball is 
actually a layer of neoprene foam, which is placed between the 
lining and the synthetic leather. The foam maintains its softness 
and elasticity game after game. 

The ULTIMATE top ball is the only model produced using spe-
cially developed Shark Skin Foam. This makes it an even 
softer and thoroughly fantastic ball.

5. PU synthetic leather

The synthetic leather used in our handballs consists of 
an outer layer of ”grippy” PU with a backside of non-

woven polyester fibre. In addition to this, the special fibre 
threads are inlaid in a crisscross fashion to ensure the 

strength and stability of the material. This ensures a ball 
with a perfect grip, optimal balance and extreme durability.

6. Stitching

All balls in the Pro and Club range are hand stitched. The 
32 panels are sewn together using 540 double stitches and 

60 corner stitches and are closed off (especially for SELECT) 
with a double knot. The ball lasts longer this way.  

Quality control and guarantee

High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball 
undergoes a stringent test at our production plant in Pakistan. 
Here they are tested for stitching, surface, roundness, circum-
ference, weight, air retention and colour printing. Even the 
bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance.

The ULTIMATE comes with a three year warranty on stitch-
ing and roundness; all other balls have a two year warranty.

1. Zero Wing bladder

The patented bladder is made of high performance natural latex. 
The Zero Wing concept has been developed to ensure that not 
only the ball but also the bladder is as round as possible. Only 
latex bladders are use by SELECT. These have an inbuilt bal-
ance point at the opposite side of the valve hole. This, togeth-
er with the Zero Wing concept, ensures a perfectly balanced 
ball with a very lively bounce.

2. Double Lock valve

The rubber material used in our valves is well known for 
being airtight and together with the Double Lock system, 

where the air must pass through two ”gates” to escape, 
the ball becomes very airtight.

3. Lining

To stabilise the ball and to ensure that it remains round; 
its 32 panels are lined with several layers of textile material. 

The lining also helps to adjust the softness as well as the 
weight of the ball.

Sizes

Ball size Circumference

00 41 - 43 cm

0 46 - 48 cm

1 50 - 52 cm

2 54 - 56 cm

3 58 - 60 cm



PSG’s Choice



PSG’s Choice
SELECT ULTImATE LNh

R2-22/04/13

valise logo quadrichromie - PSG HANDBALL

PSG

Cyan

Noir

Magenta Jaune

Recommandation 
de la taille minimale : 

L 13,6 mm

ATTENTION ! INFORMATIONS TECHNIQUES 
Le logo contient des e�ets : en cas de réduction ou d'augmentation, 

véri�er que le �chier vectoriel soit bien en 800 ppp (MENU > EFFET > PARAMETRES DES EFFETS DE PIXELLISATION DU DOCUMENT > 800 PPP)
 et que l'option "Mise à l'échelle des contours et des e�ets" (pop-up de la fenêtre Transformation) soit cochée.

Sinon utilisez les �chiers tif, jpg ou png selon les besoins. 

PSG’s Choice



Tobias Reichmann’s Choice
SELECT ULTImATE

Tobias Reichmann, HSG Wetzlar
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The balls in The Pro Series are used for matches played at top professional level.

ULTImATE
Use: Matches at the absolute highest level

Material: HPU 1800

Qualities: Fantastic match ball made of extremely hard-
wearing synthetic leather material. A patented Zero-Wing 
bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness and a 
specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an ex-
tremely soft feel and fits great in the hand. The ball is light 
and lively, but above all its constant balance ensures that 
there are no random bounces. Approved by IHF. The ball 
is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 2 and 3)

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

ULTImATE REPLICA
Use: Club training 

Material: HPU 1000

Qualities: Hard-wearing practice version of the ULTIMATE 
top ball. The ball is made of soft and hard-wearing synthetic 
leather and a patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball 
ensures optimal roundness. Feels really great in the hand - 
with or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

SERBIA mATCh
Use: Matches at the absolute highest level

Material: HPU 1800

Qualities: The official match ball for the Women’s World 
Championship 2013 in Serbia is made of extremely hard-
wearing synthetic leather. A specially developed Shark Skin 
Foam inside of the ball gives it an extremely soft feel and 
makes it fit great in the hand. The ball is light and lively, but 
above all its constant balance ensures that there are no 
random bounces. Tested and approved by IHF. The ball is 
hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 2 and 3)

Handballs The Pro & Club Series

SERBIA REPLICA
Use: Club training 

Material: HPU 1500

Qualities: Hard-wearing training version of the official match 
ball for the Women’s World Championship. The ball is made 
of soft and hard-wearing synthetic leather and a patented 
Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal round-
ness. SERBIA REPLICA is like the official match ball IHF-
approved and fits really well in the hand - with or without 
resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 1, 2 and 3)

ITEM NO.

1672858260
1671854260
1670850260
1670847260

SIZE

3
2
1
0

ITEM NO.

1612858260
1611854260

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

SIZE

3
2

ITEM NO.

3532858897
3531854897
3530850897
3530847897

SIZE

3
2
1
0

The ULTIMATE and SERBIA MATCH offer endless playing pleasure. They are both made of extremely hard-wearing synthetic 

leather and the so-called Shark Skin Foam inside ensures that they fit effortlessly well in the hand. 

The balls are also extremely reliable for match-play use. The ”Zero-Wing” bladder makes sure that they glide through the air in a 

dead straight line and most importantly that their bounce is totally controlled. At the same time, apart from these classic SELECT 

advantages, there is something light and lively about them.

The ULTIMATE and SERBIA MATCH are quite simply born with the kind of playing qualities that put them in a class of their own. 

It is therefore natural that the International Handball Federation have chosen the SERBIA MATCH as the official match ball for the 

Women’s World Championship 2013 in Serbia.

ITEM NO.

3512858896
3511854896

SIZE

3
2

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.



Sponsorships in the world of handball

R2-22/04/13

valise logo quadrichromie - PSG HANDBALL

PSG

Cyan

Noir

Magenta Jaune

Recommandation 
de la taille minimale : 

L 13,6 mm

ATTENTION ! INFORMATIONS TECHNIQUES 
Le logo contient des e�ets : en cas de réduction ou d'augmentation, 

véri�er que le �chier vectoriel soit bien en 800 ppp (MENU > EFFET > PARAMETRES DES EFFETS DE PIXELLISATION DU DOCUMENT > 800 PPP)
 et que l'option "Mise à l'échelle des contours et des e�ets" (pop-up de la fenêtre Transformation) soit cochée.

Sinon utilisez les �chiers tif, jpg ou png selon les besoins. 

As the world's largest producer of handballs, it makes sense that SELECT is the official ball supplier to a wide range of associations, leagues and clubs around Europe. The top ball, ULTIMATE,  
is the official match ball in France, Spain, Serbia, Montenegro, Iceland and Norway as it is used by many of the teams in strong leagues in Germany, Denmark and Hungary. SELECT is also supplier to 
the national teams of Russia, Hungary, the Czech Republic and has been the Danish national team's preferred ball brand for over 50 years.
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Hans Lindberg’s Choice
SELECT ULTImATE

Hans Lindberg, HSV Handball
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mATCh SofT
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: HPU 1600

Qualities: Exclusive match and training ball made of soft 
and durable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing blad-
der inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. The ball 
feels really great in the hand - with or without resin. Ap-
proved by IHF. The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 1, 2 and 3)

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

SoLERA
Use: Club training 

Material: HPU 1500

Qualities: Popular training ball made of extra soft and du-
rable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside 
of the ball ensures optimal roundness. The ball feels really 
great in the hand - with or without resin. Approved by IHF. 
The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 1, 2 and 3)

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

SoLERA
Use: Club training 

Material: HPU 1500

Qualities: Popular training ball made of extra soft and du-
rable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside 
of the ball ensures optimal roundness. The ball feels really 
great in the hand - with or without resin. Approved by IHF. 
The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 1, 2 and 3)

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

mUNdo
Use: Club training 

Material: HPU 1000

Qualities: Training ball made of durable synthetic leather. A 
patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures opti-
mal roundness. The ball feels really great in the hand - with 
or without resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

mUNdo
Use: Club training 

Material: HPU 1000

Qualities: Training ball made of durable synthetic leather. A 
patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal 
roundness. The ball feels really great in the hand - with or 
without resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

ITEM NO.

1632858424
1631854424
1630850424
1630847424

SIZE

3
2
1
0

ITEM NO.

1622858232
1621854232
1620850232

SIZE

3
2
1

ITEM NO.

1662858222
1661854222
1660850222
1660847222

SIZE

3
2
1
0

ITEM NO.

1632858949
1631854949
1630850949
1630847949

SIZE

3
2
1
0

ITEM NO.

1662858323
1661854323
1660850323
1660847323

SIZE

3
2
1
0

SCoRPIo
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: HPU 1700

Qualities: Exclusive match ball of the highest quality, made   
of a newly developed durable synthetic leather material. The 
special surface gives the ball its own unique look. The ball 
lies amazingly well in the hand - with or without resin. Ap-
proved by the IHF.  The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED

ITEM NO.

1612858242
1611854242

SIZE

3
2

The balls in The Club Series are suitable for club-level matches and training. Handballs The Club Series

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.



Igor Vori’s Choice
SELECT ULTImATE

Jesper Nøddesbo’s Choice
SELECT ULTImATE

Jesper Nøddesbo, FC Barcelona

Igor Vori, Paris Saint-Germain
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LIghT gRIPPy
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: HPU 1000

Qualities: Children and youngsters ball made of extra light 
and soft synthetic leather. A patented Zero-Wing bladder 
inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. The ball feels 
really great in the hand - with or without resin. The ball is 
hand-sewn.

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

Handballs The Club Series

CIRCUIT
Use: Improving shot and grip 

Material: HPU 1500

Qualities: Heavy and solid training ball for strengthening fin-
ger muscles and rehabilitation after injury. A patented Zero-
Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. 
The ball is hand-sewn.

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

STREET hANdBALL
Use: Games for everyone and teaching children and youngsters

Material: HPU 1000

Qualities: Durable handball for games on basically all 
surfaces. Very soft and easy to squeeze, and very easy
to catch and control. The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: DHF-APPROVED.

ITEM NO.

3590947641
3590942641

SIZE

47 cm
42 cm

ITEM NO.

2632880058
2631850054
2630845050

SIZE & WEIGHT

3 - 800g
2 - 500g
1 - 450g

ITEM NO.

1690750454
1690747454
1690742454

SIZE

1
0
00

ITEM NO.

3890944052

SIZE

44 cm

goALChA™ 
STREET hANdBALL
Use: Games for everyone and teaching children and youngsters

Material: HPU 1000

Qualities: Durable handball for games on basically all 
surfaces. Very soft and easy to squeeze, and very easy
to catch and control.

www.goalcha.com - By Stefan Kretzschmar.

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

PhANTom
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: HRU 1000

Qualities: Children and youngster’s ball made of a soft, du-
rable rubber material. Can be used in both the sports arena 
and on the street thanks to the durable material. Inside a 
patented Zero Wing bladder provides optimum roundness. 
The ball is excellent to handle. The material is not suitable 
for resin. The ball is hand-sewn.

Size 1 (large photo), size 0 (small photo)

ITEM NO.

1690850595
1690847959

SIZE

1
0

fUTURE SofT
Use: Club matches and training 

Material: HPU 1300

Qualities: Long-lasting children and youngsters ball made 
of soft and comfortable synthetic leather. A patented Zero-
Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness. 
The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin. 
Approved by IHF. The ball is hand-sewn.

Approval: IHF-APPROVED (SIZE 1 and 2)

2014 model (large photo) available from 01.06.2014.

ITEM NO.

1651854464
1650850464
1650847464
1650842464

SIZE

2
1
0
00

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.

2013 model will 
be supplied until 
01.06.2014.



Håvard Tvedten’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE

Håvard Tvedten, Aalborg Handball

This specially developed resin has a very strong 
adhesive power, and is perfectly suited for use 
with SELECT handballs. The resin is approved 
by the IHF.

In addition to the Norwegian national team 
player, Håvard Tvedten, PROFCARE RESIN is 
the preferred resin of a large number of handball 
federations and clubs in Europe - HSV, Montpel-
lier, Veszprem, the ASOBAL league in Spain, the 
best Norwegian league, Norwegian Topphånd-
ball, and the Danish national team to name just 
a few.

Profcare  
Resin
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PRofCARE RENzoff
fLooR CLEANER
Effective on all types of resin. Very suitable for floor washing  machines.

RESIN SPRAy
Traditional resin for handballs, spray.

ITEM NO.

7610000000 - 100 ml

ITEM NO.

7090200000 - 10 ltr

ITEM NO.

7690300000 - 1000 ml

ITEM NO.

7690000000 - 100 ml

RESIN REmovER - LIqUId
Effective removal of traditional resin.

RESIN WASh
Especially developed for removal of resin stains on clothes. 
Very  effective. Only removes resin and neither the colour of the 
clothes nor the print. Can also be used on handballs.

PRofCARE RESIN
Resin with strong adhesive power specially designed for use with SELECT 
handballs. The resin is much easier to use and remove than other types of res-
ins and pollute significantly less. PROFCARE RESIN is allergy-friendly. Used 
by many top clubs and national teams. Recommended and approved by IHF.

ITEM NO.

7021000000 - 100 ml

7026000000 - 200 ml

7031000000 - 500 ml

ITEM NO.

7630200000
7620200000

ONLY 
AVAILABLE 
IN SWEDEN

hANdBALL WAx
Only available in Sweden.

ITEM NO.

7620000000 - 100 ml

7630000000 - 500 ml

SELECT RESIN
Resin with strong adhesive power specially designed for use with  
SELECT handballs. Used at absolute top level. Approved by IHF.

RESIN REmovER
Effective removal of all types of resin. Gentle on the hands. 
Creamy consistency.

ITEM NO.

7690275410 - 500 ml
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UNo SofT
Use: Games and play - ideal for goal keeping practice

Qualities: Soft rubber ball for young children. The ball is 
ideal as the first handball for a toddler as it can be thrown 
without effort. It is also suitable to be used for goalkeeper 
training as it is relatively soft on the face. Made from safe 
materials. 

dUo SofT
Use: Games and play 

Qualities: Soft rubber handball for children and youngsters. 
The ball is easy to catch and great to throw. Made from safe 
materials. 

dUo SofT
Use: Games and play

Qualities:  Soft rubber handball for children and youngsters. 
The ball is easy to catch and great to throw. Made from safe 
materials. 

TRIo SofT
Use: Games and play - ideal for goal keeping practice

Qualities: 3-layered rubber handball for children and young-
sters. The ball is extra soft and very easy to catch. It is also 
suitable to be used for goalkeeper training as it is relatively 
soft on the face. Made from safe materials. 

Approval: IHF-APPROVED.

kIdS SofT hANdBALL
Use: Games and play

Qualities: Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters. Easy 
to catch and great to throw. Made from safe materials. 

kIdS SofT hANdBALL
Use: Games and play

Qualities: Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters. Easy 
to catch and great to throw. Made from safe materials. 

kIdS SofT hANdBALL
Use: Games and play

Qualities: Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters. Easy 
to catch and great to throw. Made from safe materials. 

kIdS II
Use: Games and play 

Qualities: Specially designed handball for children, made 
from hardened foam. Suitable as a practice ball. Soft, light 
and durable. Made from safe materials. 

ITEM NO.

2371400343

SIZE

0

ITEM NO.

2712550333
2712545333

SIZE

1
00

ITEM NO.

2722547666
2722442666

SIZE

0
00

ITEM NO.

2770250222

SIZE

1

ITEM NO.

2770044666

SIZE

00

ITEM NO.

2722950555

SIZE

1

ITEM NO.

2732547777

SIZE

0

ITEM NO.

2770147444

SIZE

0
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ITEM NO.

2371500242

SIZE

00

kIdS II
Use: Games and play

Qualities: Specially designed handball for children, made 
from hardened foam. Suitable as a practice ball. Soft, light 
and durable. Made from safe materials. 

dUo SofT BEACh
Use: Games and play on the beach or in the garden

Qualities: Soft rubber handball for games played on sand 
or grass. Suitable for both children and adults. Made from 
safe materials.  

Approval: IHF-APPROVED

ITEM NO.

2723654444

SIZE

2

dUo SofT BEACh
Use: Games and play on the beach or in the garden

Qualities: Soft rubber handball for games played on sand 
or grass. Suitable for both children and adults. Made from 
safe materials. 

Approval: IHF-APPROVED

ITEM NO.

2723758666

SIZE

3

PLAy SUPER 16
Use: Games and play - ideal for goal keeping practice

Qualities: Foam ball with PU surface. It is also suitable to 
be used for goalkeeper training as it is relatively soft on the 
face. Made from safe materials. 

ITEM NO.

2351600000

SIZE

1





Diversity
the art of sport

It is important for us to offer a diverse selection of different types 
of balls and cater for everyone regardless of age, gender and level. 
Here are some new basketballs for the wooden floors of the sports 
arena and for the asphalt in the school playground. Beach Volleys 
and Beach Soccer for the sand in the shallows, foam tennis balls 
for the little ones and american footballs for the bigger ones. We 
also provide a unique marketing opportunity for companies through 
having own logo balls.

Other balls
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STREET BASkET
Use: Practice - indoors and outdoors

Qualities: Traditional basketball made of hard-
wearing rubber.

BEACh SoCCER
Use: Games on the beach

Qualities: Beach soccer ball made of newly devel-
oped water-resistant soft touch material.

Basketballs, beach volleyballs and beach soccer

ITEM NO.

2057700610
2056700610
2055700610

SIZE

7
6
5

ITEM NO.

0995113045

SIZE

5

BEACh voLLEy
Use: Games on the beach

Material: VPUF 2000  

Qualities: Volleyball made of soft and
water-resistant material with carbonium structure.

BEACh voLLEy
Use: Games on the beach

Material: VPUF 2000  

Qualities: Volleyball made of soft and
water-resistant material with carbonium structure.

ITEM NO.

2144800052

SIZE

4

ITEM NO.

2144800054

SIZE

4

BEACh voLLEy
Use: Games on the beach

Material: VPUF 2000  

Qualities: Volleyball made of soft and
water-resistant material with carbonium structure.

ITEM NO.

2144800059

SIZE

4
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PRo SmASh voLLEy
Use: Training - indoor

Qualities: Official size volleyball. Can be used for training 
in the school for example. Made of soft and attractive PU 
micro fibre.

kIdS voLLEy
Use: Training - indoor

Qualities: The ball weighs 100 grams less than a normal 
volleyball but in the official size, which enables children 
to develop their playing skills. Made of soft EVA foam.

ITEM NO.

2144500525

SIZE

4

ITEM NO.

2144600205

SIZE

4

AmERICAN fooTBALL
Use: Training and match

Qualities: American football made of rubber. 
Official size.

ITEM NO.

2297600666
2293600666

SIZE

Senior (5)
Junior (3)

AmERICAN fooTBALL
Use: Training and match

Qualities: American football made of synthetic 
leather. Official size.

ITEM NO.

2290800666

SIZE

Senior (5)
Junior (3)

foAm TENNIS BALLS
Use: Minitennis 

Qualities: Foam ball made of a lightweight, soft ma-
terial. Size 7 has the same size as a regular tennis 
ball and sizes 9 and 12 can be used for playing mini-
tennis.

PLAy BALLS
Use: Games and play

Qualities: Foam ball with ”PU skin”. These balls are 
gentle to the environment and therefore suitable for 
children. 

ITEM NO.

2350700666

2350900666

2351500666

2351800666

2352100666

SIZE

7 (21 cm)

9 (27 cm)

15 (46 cm)

18 (54 cm)

21 (65 cm)

Volleyballs and other balls

ITEM NO.

2350700555

2350900555

2351200555

SIZE

7 (21 cm)

9 (27 cm)

12 (36 cm)



Give your
brand a 
kick

SELECT Logo BALLS

It is no coincidence that it is called the world’s best toy. Because a ball 
spreads joy with most people – regardless of age.

SELECT promotion balls are a great idea for getting attention with 
your employees, customers and other business connections. A 
ball in your company’s own design is a fun and different element 
to the marketing of a brand, and ideal as a present, a prize in 
a competition or as a gimmick for events etc.

Whether you prefer a football, a handball or e.g. a beach vol-
leyball there is a wide variety of materials to choose from and 
many choices regarding use of logo, graphics and colours.

You can either use SELECT’s well-known base design and 
add your own logo or have the ball designed as you want 
from scratch. 

We are always happy to help with ideas and suggestions, 
and before the ball is put into production we make a 3D 
drawing, so you are completely sure about what you are 
getting.

Besides promotion balls, which are naturally delivered 
with a logo, we also offer logo printing on a varying 
selection of our other products for large orders. 

Items with logo printing could be; team wear, 
sports and leisure garments, bags, water bottles, 
bibs, markers, etc.







Performance made
the art of sport

When the beads of sweat appear and you have to perform, tai-
lored clothing is a must. We have several ranges of match kits 
in soft and moisture-wicking material, and the new ULTIMATE 
range includes tailored outfits for women. The training and lei-
sure clothes are comfortable to wear, especially the WILMA 
and WILLIAM ladies and gents ranges, which provide numer-
ous colours and cuts to choose from.

Clothing



60 Match and training Blue teams 

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT

ChILE 
PLAyER ShIRT

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx222

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx222

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ARgENTINA
PLAyER ShIRT
• Lightweight shirt

• Made of 100% polyester

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62937xx020

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62991xx222

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62987xx222 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62987xx999 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx222

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx999 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx777 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE 
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

•   Drawstring hem

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

ITEM NO.

62994xx222 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•  Track suit trousers in practical material

•  Ribbed edge and zip at bottom of legs

•  100% Dry-Wick polyester

ITEM NO.

62995xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
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fooTBALL SoCkS
• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• Foot made of 85% cotton and  
 15% nylon

• Strong and comfortable

• Available with or without stripes

ITEM NO.

6553200xxx
6553301xxx
6553402xxx
6553503xxx

SIZE

28-32 
33-36 
37-41 
42-47

SPoRTS SoCkS
• 85% cotton and 15% spandex

• Soft and durable

• Suitable for sport and leisure

(Available as long as it is on stock)

ITEM NO.

65501xxxxx

SIZE

32-36
37-41
42-47

ITEM NO.

62953xx222

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•  93% polyester and 7% lycra

•  Dry-wick finish and comfortable lining

•  Adjustable lace fastening at the bottom

•  Perfect for training

ITEM NO.

62952xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS WITh 
SLIm LEgS
•  100% polyester

•   Quick-drying

•   Slim legs with 30 cm zip opening
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ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx333 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx333

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ARgENTINA
PLAyER ShIRT
• Lightweight shirt

• Made of 100% polyester

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62937xx030

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62991xx333 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Drawstring hem

ITEM NO.

62994xx333 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62987xx333 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

Match and training Red teams 

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•  Track suit trousers in practical material

•  100% Dry-Wick polyester

•  Ribbed edge and zip at bottom of legs

ITEM NO.

62995xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

fooTBALL SoCkS
• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

• Strong and comfortable

• Available with or without stripes

ITEM NO.

6553200xxx
6553301xxx
6553402xxx
6553503xxx

SIZE

28-32 
33-36 
37-41 
42-47

SPoRTS SoCkS
• 85% cotton and 15% spandex

• Soft and durable

• Suitable for sport and leisure

(Available as long as it is on stock)

ITEM NO.

65501xxxxx

SIZE

32-36
37-41
42-47

ITEM NO.

62953xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•  93% polyester and 7% lycra

•  Dry-wick finish and comfortable lining

•  Adjustable lace fastening at the bottom

•  Perfect for training

ITEM NO.

62952xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS WITh 
SLIm LEgS
•  100% polyester

•   Quick-drying

•   Slim legs with 30 cm zip opening
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ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ARgENTINA
PLAyER ShIRT
• Lightweight shirt

• Made of 100% polyester

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62937xx010

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx111 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14 
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62987xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14 
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62991xx000

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx000

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx000 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx000 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14 
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62987xx000

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14 
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Drawstring hem

ITEM NO.

62994xx111 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Drawstring hem

ITEM NO.

62994xx000 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
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Special design for Rosengård Malmö Sweden

Match and training Black and white teams

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•  Track suit trousers in practical material

•  100% Dry-Wick polyester

•  Ribbed edge and zip at bottom of legs

ITEM NO.

62995xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

SEvILLA II
TRACkSUIT ToP
• 93% polyester, 7% lycra

• Dry-Wick finish and comfortable inside

• Perfect for training 

ITEM NO.

62963xx111 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

fooTBALL SoCkS
• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

• Strong and comfortable

• Available with or without stripes

ITEM NO.

6553200xxx
6553301xxx
6553402xxx
6553503xxx

SIZE

28-32 
33-36 
37-41 
42-47

SPoRTS SoCkS
• 85% cotton and 15% spandex

• Soft and durable

• Suitable for sport and leisure

(Available as long as it is on stock)

ITEM NO.

65501xxxxx

SIZE

32-36
37-41
42-47

ITEM NO.

62953xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•  93% polyester and 7% lycra

•  Dry-wick finish and comfortable lining

•  Adjustable lace fastening at the bottom

•  Perfect for training

ITEM NO.

62952xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS WITh 
SLIm LEgS
•  100% polyester

•   Quick-drying

•   Slim legs with 30 cm zip opening



66 Match and training Green teams

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx444

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx444

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Drawstring hem

ITEM NO.

62994xx444 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•  Track suit trousers in practical material

•  100% Dry-Wick polyester

•  Ribbed edge and zip at bottom of legs

ITEM NO.

62995xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62987xx444

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx444

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

fooTBALL SoCkS
• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

• Strong and comfortable

• Available with or without stripes

ITEM NO.

6553200xxx
6553301xxx
6553402xxx
6553503xxx

SIZE

28-32 
33-36 
37-41 
42-47



67Match and training Other teams

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx515

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx666 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx555

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx616

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62990xx525

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShIRT
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable lightweight player shirt

• Comfortable quality

• Quick-drying and perspiration dissipating

ITEM NO.

62985xx919 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx252

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPAIN
PLAyER ShoRTS
• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Fast drying and sweat transporting

• With inner brief

ITEM NO.

6298400111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SPoRTS SoCkS
• 85% cotton and 15% spandex

• Soft and durable

• Suitable for sport and leisure

(Available as long as it is on stock)

ITEM NO.

65501xxxxx

SIZE

32-36
37-41
42-47

fooTBALL SoCkS
• Leg made of 95% nylon and 5% elastic thread

• Foot made of 85% cotton and 15% nylon

• Strong and comfortable

• Available with or without stripes

ITEM NO.

6553200xxx
6553301xxx
6553402xxx
6553503xxx

SIZE

28-32 
33-36 
37-41 
42-47

ChILE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ITEM NO.

62992xx191

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14 
S-M-L-XL-XXL



SELECT ULTImATE

For the first time, SELECT can present a clothing range exclu-
sively for handball players. The name is ULTIMATE.

You will find match jerseys, training gear for those tough hours 
of training on the pitch and also sweatshirts for leisure wear. The 
new range is available for both men and women and comes in 
a variety of colours. Common to the ULTIMATE range is that it 
is made of a strong and comfortable material and meets every 
handball player’s needs and requirements for modern sports 
clothing.

Men’s and
women’s 
team 
wear





70 Ultimate handball team wear for men

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx444

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx000 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx222 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx555

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE 
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62850xx999

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

•  With inner brief

ULTImATE Logo
T-ShIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester

• Good quality  - 140 grams

ULTImATE Logo
T-ShIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester

• Good quality  - 140 grams

ULTImATE Logo
T-ShIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester

• Good quality  - 140 grams

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO. SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

62852xx333

62852xx22262852xx777 

62862xx444 

62862xx998

62852xx111

62852xx000

62862xx777

62852xx999

62852xx444

Ultimate handball team wear for men



72 Ultimate handball team wear for men

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62855xx333

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62855xx777 

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62855xx222

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62855xx444

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62855xx111

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62855xx999

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•   Track suit trousers in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Trousers with zip

ITEM NO.

62860xx999 

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•   Track suit trousers in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Trousers with zip

ITEM NO.

62860xx111

SIZE

8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ULTImATE SWEAT-
ShIRT UNISEx
•  Soft and comfortable quality

•  80% cotton and 20% polyester

•  French terry-inside

ULTImATE SWEAT-
ShIRT UNISEx
•  Soft and comfortable quality

•  80% cotton and 20% polyester

•  French terry-inside

ULTImATE SWEAT-
ShIRT UNISEx
•  Soft and comfortable quality

•  80% cotton and 20% polyester

•  French terry-inside

ULTImATE SWEAT-
ShIRT UNISEx
•  Soft and comfortable quality

•  80% cotton and 20% polyester

•  French terry-inside

ITEM NO.

62870xx222

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

62870xx444

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

62870xx666

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

62870xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx333

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx444

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx000 

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx222 

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx111

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx777

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx555

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShIRT
•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying

•   Sweat-resistant mesh lining  
 under the arms

ITEM NO.

62851xx999

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

Ultimate handball team wear for women

ULTImATE SWEAT-
ShIRT UNISEx
•  Soft and comfortable quality

•  80% cotton and 20% polyester

•  French terry-inside

ULTImATE WARm UP 
PANTS UNISEx
•  Soft and comfortable quality

•  80% cotton and 20% polyester

•  French terry-inside

ULTImATE SPoRTS 
SoCkS UNISEx
•  Soft and durable sports socks

•  43% cotton, 27% polypropylene  
 25% polyester og 5% elastic thread

•  Long model

ULTImATE SPoRTS 
SoCkS UNISEx
•  Soft and durable sports socks

•  43% cotton, 27% polypropylene  
 25% polyester og 5% elastic thread

•  Short model

ITEM NO.

62870xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

6287101111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14-16 
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

65511xx111 (Black)
65511xx990 (Grey)
65511xx000 (White)

SIZE

32-35, 36-40, 
41-45, 46-48

ITEM NO.

65510xx111 (Black)
65510xx990 (Grey)
65510xx000 (White)

SIZE

32-35, 36-40, 
41-45, 46-48
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ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx333

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx999 

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx777

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx444

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx000

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx222

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
PLAyER ShoRTS
•  100% dry wick polyester

•  Comfortable quality

•  Quick-drying

•  Sweat-resistant mesh lining on the   
 small of the back

ITEM NO.

62853xx111 

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE Logo
T-ShIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester

• Good quality  - 140 grams

ITEM NO.

62863xx444

SIZE

XS- S-M-L-XL
XXL

ULTImATE Logo
T-ShIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester

• Good quality  - 140 grams

ULTImATE Logo
T-ShIRT
• 60% cotton, 40% polyester

• Good quality  - 140 grams

ITEM NO.

62863xx777

SIZE

XS- S-M-L-XL
XXL

ITEM NO.

62863xx998

SIZE

XS- S-M-L-XL
XXL

Ultimate handball team wear for women
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ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62856xx333

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62856xx777 

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62856xx222

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62856xx444

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62856xx111

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE
TRACkSUIT ToP
•   Track suit jacket in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Top is adjustable at bottom

ITEM NO.

62856xx999

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•   Track suit trousers in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Trousers with zip

ITEM NO.

62861xx999 

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

ULTImATE TRACkSUIT 
TRoUSERS
•   Track suit trousers in practical material

• 100% microfibre polyester

• Soft mesh lining

• Trousers with zip

ITEM NO.

62861xx111

SIZE

XS-S-M-L-XL

Ultimate handball team wear for women



76 Goalkeeper clothing

ChILE goALkEEPER ShIRT
•  For football

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying and sweat-resistant

•   Padded elbows

ChILE goALkEEPER ShIRT
•  For football

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying and sweat-resistant

•   Padded elbows

ChILE goALkEEPER ShIRT
•  For football

•   100% Dry-Wick polyester

•   Breathable, lightweight sports jersey

•   Comfortable quality

•   Quick-drying and sweat-resistant

•   Padded elbows

SPAIN goALkEEPER ShIRT
•  For football and handball

• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable and lightweight

• Fast drying

• Comfortable quality

• Sweat transporting by means of a so- 
 called Moisture Management System

SPAIN goALkEEPER ShIRT
•  For football and handball

• 100% eyelet mesh polyester 

• Breathable and lightweight

• Fast drying

• Comfortable quality

• Sweat transporting by means of a so- 
 called Moisture Management System

mAdRId 
goALkEEPER ShoRTS II
•  For football

• 100% polyester

• Very strong quality

• Padding on the hips

mAdRId LoNg 
goALkEEPER 
TRoUSERS
•  For football

• 100% polyester

• Padding on the hips and knees

ITEM NO.

62993xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

mAdRId goALkEEPER 
 kNICkERS
•  For football

• 100% polyester

• Padding on the hips and knees

ITEM NO.

62993xx666

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM NO.

62993xx000

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM NO.

62988xx666

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM NO.

62988xx444

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM NO.

62211xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM NO.

62301xx111

SIZE

8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ITEM NO.

62501xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL
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ChILE
WINdBREAkER
• 100% micro polyester

• Adjustable waistband

• Micro fleece collar for optimum 
 comfort

• Hard wearing

• Windproof and water-resistant

ITEM NO.

62727xx222 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
WINdBREAkER
• 100% micro polyester

• Adjustable waistband

• Micro fleece collar for optimum 
 comfort

• Hard wearing

• Windproof and water-resistant

ITEM NO.

62727xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

SCANdINAvIA
kNICkERS II
• Hardwearing beaver nylon

• Long durability

• Water repellent and breathable

• Elasticated crotch ensures good mobility

ITEM NO.

62405xx111 

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ChILE
WINdBREAkER
• 100% micro polyester

• Adjustable waistband

• Micro fleece collar for optimum 
 comfort

• Hard wearing

• Windproof and water-resistant

ITEM NO.

62727xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

ATLETICo ALL-
WEAThER jACkET
•  100% coated nylon

•  100% polyester mesh lining

•  Satin lined arms make it easy to put the  
 jacket on and take it of

•  Elasticated hem and sleeves

•  Wind and water-resistant

SANTANdER  
CoACh jACkET
•  Outer material of 100% coated nylon, padded  
 and lined with polyester

•  Micro fleece collar for optimal comfort

•  Micro fleece pockets and lower back 

•  Detachable hood

•  Storm cuffs

ITEM NO.

62902xx111 

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL
-XXXL

Training- and leisure wear

ITEM NO.

62932xx101 

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

CESENA  
PAddEd jACkET
•  Outer and inner material in 100% shiny 
 polyester

•  Ribbed lining

•  Lightweight and practical

•  Elasticated hem and sleeves

•  Two side pockets with zips

ITEM NO.

62906xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL
-XXXL-XXXXL

ChIEvo  
PAddEd vEST
•  Outer and inner material in 100% shiny polyester

•  Ribbed lining

•  Lightweight and practical

•  Elasticated hem and sleeves

•  Two side pockets with zips

ITEM NO.

62907xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL
-XXXL-XXXXL

ChILE BERmUdAShoRTS
• 100% polyester

•  Quick-drying

•  Zipped pockets

•  Without inner briefs

ChILE ALL-
WEAThER jACkET
•  100% polyester

•  Satin sleeves make it easier to put the  
 jacket on and take it of

•  Wind and waterproof

•  Tapered seams 

•  Detachable hood

ChILE ALL-
WEAThER jACkET
•  100% polyester

•  Satin sleeves make it easier to put the  
 jacket on and take it of

•  Wind and waterproof

•  Tapered seams 

•  Detachable hood

ITEM NO.

62931xx111

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

62931xx222

SIZE

6-8-10-12-14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

ITEM NO.

62966xx111  

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL

SANTANdER 
CoACh TRoUSERS
• Outer material 100% polyamide

• Padded, polyester lining

• Trouser leg zip

ITEM NO.

62904xx111 

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL
-XXXL
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kNITTEd BEANIE
• 100% acrylic knit

• Soft and comfortable

ITEM NO.

6281000111

SIZE

One size

fIRENzE T-ShIRT II
• Made of 100% polyester

• Leaves your skin cool and dry

• Quick-drying and sweat-transporting

• Does not cling to your skin

ITEM NO.

62933xx222 

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL

fIRENzE T-ShIRT II
• Made of 100% polyester

• Leaves your skin cool and dry

• Quick-drying and sweat-transporting

• Does not cling to your skin

ITEM NO.

62933xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL

fIRENzE T-ShIRT II
• Made of 100% polyester

• Leaves your skin cool and dry

• Quick-drying and sweat-transporting

• Does not cling to your skin

ITEM NO.

62933xx000 

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL

fIRENzE T-ShIRT II
• Made of 100% polyester

• Leaves your skin cool and dry

• Quick-drying and sweat-transporting

• Does not cling to your skin

ITEM NO.

62933xx333 

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL

Training- and leisure wear

ITEM NO.

60101xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL

PLAyER gLovES
•   95% nylon and 5% spandex

• Silicone print on the inside ensures safe  
 grip on the ball when catching



Men’s and  
women’s
leisure wear

SELECT WILLIAM / WILMA
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WILLIAm 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket

ITEM NO.

62650xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket

ITEM NO.

62650xx999

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket

ITEM NO.

62650xx990

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket

ITEM NO.

62650xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket

ITEM NO.

62650xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•  Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62620xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•  Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62620xx999

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•  Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62620xx990

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•  Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62620xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•  Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62620xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
jACkET
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Pockets with zips

•   YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62630xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
jACkET
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Pockets with zips

•   YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62630xx999

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Leisure wear for men
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WILLIAm zIP 
jACkET
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Pockets with zips

•   YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62630xx990

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm zIP 
jACkET
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Pockets with zips

•   YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62630xx333

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm TRoUSERS
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Ribbed bottom

ITEM NO.

62640xx111

SIZE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm TRoUSERS
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Ribbed bottom

ITEM NO.

62640xx999

SIZE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm TRoUSERS
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Ribbed bottom

ITEM NO.

62640xx990

SIZE

6, 8, 10, 12, 14
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx999

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx990

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx998

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx333

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx777

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62610xx000

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx111

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx999

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx990

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx998

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx333

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx777

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILLIAm T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62600xx000

SIZE

6/8-10/12-14/16
S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL
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WILmA zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62621xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62621xx999

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62621xx990

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62621xx998

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62621xx333

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA zIP 
hoodIE
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

•   Kangaroo pocket and YKK zip

ITEM NO.

62621xx777

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA TRoUSERS
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

ITEM NO.

62641xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA TRoUSERS
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

ITEM NO.

62641xx999

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA TRoUSERS
•   65% cotton - 35% polyester

•   Robust quality - 300 grams

•   Soft, brushed inner lining

ITEM NO.

62641xx990

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx999

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx990

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Leisure wear for women
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WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx998

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx333

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx777

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA PoLo
•   100% cotton pique

•   Classic basic polo

•   Ribbed details on collar and arms

•   Robust quality - 230 grams

ITEM NO.

62611xx000

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx111

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx999

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx990

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx998

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx333

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx777

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

WILmA T-ShIRT
•  T-shirt in 100% cotton

•  Good quality  - 180 grams

ITEM NO.

62601xx000

SIZE

S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

Leisure wear for women





Defendable
the art of sport

A consistent new design combined with the usual high quality 
and excellent fit are the main features of the goalkeeper gloves 
range. The gloves meet the requirements of defending from pro-
fessionals, such as Stephan Andersen, goalkeeper of Denmark 
and Spanish Real Betis, and a number of other top male and fe-
male goalies around Europe, not to mention the emerging talents 
in the clubs.

Goalkeeper gloves



An anatomical 
work of art
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With the aid of an Anatomical Fit System the gloves have been designed 
with a slight bend according to the natural gripping position of the hand. 
Thus ensuring comfort, flexibility and movement of the glove in time with 
the speed of the fingers. 

Top model 88 PRO GRIP has an elastic insert between the index 
finger and thumb for optimal freedom of movement. The sides are 
made of mesh and ensure an excellent circulation of air.

The back of the hand consists of 3 mm deep, embossed soft latex 
making the glove soft and flexible. A wide wrist strap allows a 
feeling of stability and safety in the wrist.

The most important thing of all is of course, the palm. Every top 
model is produced using a special type of latex: Soft Contact La-
tex. This material is hardwearing, flexible and extra soft allowing a 
perfect grip in all weather conditions.

Soft Contact Latex is a very special material in that it is blend-
ed with glue during the production process. This intensifies and 
strengthens the grip. A thin layer of plastic is sewn on to the palm 
of the glove to ensure that the latex foam is untouched before 
it reaches the customer. This can be a little difficult to remove 
but it ensures that the foam is totally untouched and that the 
gloves have both an instant and optimal grip. It is still impor-
tant however, to moisten the gloves thoroughly before use.

Our gloves are immensely popular on both club and interna-
tional levels and it is for a reason that many top European 
goalkeepers choose to play with SELECT. 

PERSONALISE YOUR GLOVES

As something completely new, we have now made 
space on the wide latex strap to print your name. 
Contact your local distributor for details. For more in-
formation go to select-sport.com Deep Em-

bossed Soft 
Latex

Soft 
Contact

Latex

Mesh for
ventilation

Elastic
Insert



Types of cuts

New Basic
Latex palm characterised by ergonomic lines. Suitable 
for all weather conditions. Durable latex with a fantastic 

grip that makes it suitable for both training and match.

Dura Grip
Soft and strong latex for all weather conditions. The latex 

has a long life, which makes it suitable for both training 
and match.

Ultra Pro
Soft and hard-wearing latex which has been 
specially developed for our best youth gloves. 
Suitable for all weather conditions. Combines 
durability with a fantastic grip.

Flexion Grip
Durable latex developed for youth gloves. Suit-
able for all weather conditions.

Latex technology 
 
Soft Contact
Our finest latex palm. The special composition of glue 
mixed with latex ensures a strong and reliable grip in all 
weather conditions. Used for professional match gloves.

Super Soft
Very soft and durable latex. Well-suited to all types of 
weather. Provides a good grip and optimum contact 
with the ball. Used for professional match gloves.

Glove technology 
 
Anatomical Fit System
Ensures that the glove is 
anatomically designed 
to suit a normal hand.

Protec System
With detachable finger support for shot-blocking stability.

Flex Control 
Elastic insert for greater mobility and a flexible thumb.

Opti W-Support
A wrist bandage and a wrist frame of foam 

enable quick, easy and secure fit and also 
provide support to the wrist.

Roll Finger Cut
The latex is wrapped around the fingers which ensures 
optimum ball-to-hand coverage and guarantees stability 

with the ball.

Flat Cut with heat-treated surface
Traditional cut with a special heat-treated surface, 
which makes it even more durable and suitable for 

artificial turf.

Flat Cut
Traditional cut with a flat palm structure which 
provides a larger contact surface and makes the 
glove more flexible.



Martin Hansen, Denmark 
FC Nordsjælland

Andreas Naumann, Germany
Germania Halberstadt

Łukasz Budziłek, Poland 
GKS Katowice

Marko Ranilovic, Hungary 
Kaposvári Rákóczi FC

Walter Viitala, Finland 
FC Honka

Zecira Musovic, Sweden 
Rosengård Malmö Sweden

Stephan Andersen, Denmark 
Real Betis and The National Team of Denmark



Henri Sillanpää, Finland 
Vaasan Palloseura (VPS)

Arnold Origi Otieno, Kenya 
LSK and The National Team of Kenya

 Nicolai Larsen, Denmark 
AaB

Dus̃ an Melichárek, Czech Republic 
FC Slovácko

Benjamin Gommert, Germany 
SV Meppen

Þóra Björg Helgadóttir, Iceland
Rosengård Malmö Sweden and  
The National Team of Iceland

Krzysztof Pilarz, Poland 
KS Cracovia

Kenneth Udjus, Norway
LSK

Dániel Rózsa, Hungary 
Haladás FC 

Stina Lykke, Denmark
FCR 2001 Duisburg and  
The National Team of Denmark

Milan Heča, Czech Republic
FC Slovácko

Zsolt Posza, Hungary 
Kaposvári Rákóczi FC

Patrik Carlgren, Sweden 
AIK

Patrick Platins, Germany 
Armina Bielefeld

Matko Perdijic, Croatia 
KS Cracovia
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99 hANd gUARd
Type: Professional match glove
Backhand: 3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible 
glove.
Palm: 3 mm Soft Contact Latex for perfect grip in all kinds of weather.
Protection: Protec System with replaceable guards for reinforcement 
and protection of the fingers.
Ventilation: The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good  
air circulation.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove 
is designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut:  Flat Cut.  
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60199xx350  

SIZE

8-81/2-9-91/2

10-101/2-11-12

88 PRo gRIP
Type: Professional light weight match glove
Backhand: 3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and 
flexible glove.
Palm: 3 mm Soft Contact Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of 
weather.
Ventilation: The fingers and the wrist have mesh on the sides which 
ensures good air circulation. 
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Flat Cut.  
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60188xx430 

SIZE

7-8-81/2-9-91/2

10-101/2-11-12

77 SUPER gRIP
Type: Professional match glove
Backhand: 3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and 
flexible glove.
Palm: 3 mm Super Soft Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of 
weather.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut:  Roll Finger Cut.  
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and  
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60177xx750 

SIZE

7-8-81/2-9-91/2

10-101/2-11

77 SLIm fIT
Type: Professional match glove
Backhand: 3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and 
flexible glove.
Palm: 3 mm Super Soft Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of 
weather. 
Ventilation: The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good 
air circulation. 
Fit: By its tight-fitted shape the Anatomical Slim Fit System ensures 
optimum ball control and flexibility.
Cut: Flat Cut.
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60377xx230 

SIZE

7-8-81/2-9-91/2

10-101/2-11

55 ExTRA foRCE gRIP
Type: Training and match glove
Palm: 3mm New Basic Latex. The surface is heat-treated, which 
makes it highly durable and therefore suitable for use on artificial turf. 
Ventilation: The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good 
air circulation.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Flat Cut.  
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60155xx240

SIZE

7-8-81/2-9-91/2

10-101/2-11

33 ALLRoUNd
Type: Training and match glove
Palm: 3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip and durability.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Roll Finger Cut.
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60133xx640 

SIZE

5-6-7-8-81/2-
9-91/2-10-11

Goalkeeper gloves
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34 hANd gUARd
Type: Training glove
Palm: 3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip and durability.
Protection: Fixed guards for reinforcement and protection of the 
fingers.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Flat Cut.  
Wrist: A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60134xx520 

SIZE

5-6-7-8-81/2-
9-91/2-10-11

88 kIdS
Type: Training and match glove for children
Palm: 3 mm Ultra Pro Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of 
weather.
Ventilation: The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good 
air circulation.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Flat Cut.
Wrist: The slit-like wrist closure makes putting on the glove easy and 
provides good freedom of movement.

ITEM NO.

60288xx430 

SIZE

3-4-5-6-7

04 hANd gUARd
Type: Training and match glove for children
Palm: 3 mm Flexion Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of 
weather.
Protection: Fixed guards for reinforcement and protection of the 
fingers.
Ventilation: The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good 
air circulation.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Flat Cut. 
Wrist: The slit-like wrist closure makes putting on the glove easy and 
provides good freedom of movement.

ITEM NO.

60104xx350 

SIZE

0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7

03 yoUTh
Type: Training and match glove for children
Palm: 3 mm Flexion Latex ensures a perfect grip in all kinds of 
weather.
Ventilation: The fingers have mesh on the sides which ensures good 
air circulation.
Fit: The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is 
designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
Cut: Flat Cut.
Wrist: The slit-like wrist closure makes putting on the glove easy and 
provides good freedom of movement.

ITEM NO.

60103xx750 

SIZE

0-1-2-3-4-5-6

33 fUTSAL LIgA
Type: Training and match glove
Palm: 3 mm Dura Grip Latex ensures good grip and good durability.
Fit: The fingertips are free in order to provide optimum ball control at the 
start of the game.
Cut: Flat Cut.  
Wrist:  A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and 
ensures quick, easy and correct adjustment.

ITEM NO.

60933xx640  

SIZE

5-6-7-8-9-10-11



Protective
the art of sport



When the precious football legs need protecting, we have a 
number of solid shin guards - including a specially developed 
guard in extremey durable fiberglass. The feet need football 
boots that fit as were they glued to the foot, and here is a 
selection for children as well as a couple of allround indoor 
shoes.

Shin guards 
and football boots
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CLASSIC ShINy
• Shiny PU boots for children

• Lightweight boots with excellent fitting and comfort

• Rubber sole with fixed studs

(Available as long as it is on stock)

ITEM NO.

59525xx062

SIZE

27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

gALLARdo
• Shiny PU boots for children

• Lightweight boots with excellent fitting and comfort

• Rubber sole with fixed studs

ITEM NO.

59526xx410

SIZE

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

BRIghToN
• All-round indoor shoe

• Made from a combination of a soft PU material 
 and mesh

• Good fit and comfort

ITEM NO.

58114xx021

SIZE

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46
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hIgh SAfE
• Classic shin guard

• Flexible with strong polypropylene inserts ensuring  
 effective protection

• Extra ankle protection and Velcro closure

ITEM NO.

64730xx242

SIZE

XXS, XS, S, M, L

STANdARd
• Lightweight shin guard with shell and EVA foam

•  Double Velcro closure ensures a perfect fit

ITEM NO.

64622xx212

SIZE

XS, S, M, L

RETRo SAfE 1947
• Classical shin guard in the exact same design as in the  
 80s where it was very popular

• Made from soft and comfortable cotton

• Break-proof polypropylene bars

• Extra ankle protection

ITEM NO.

64740xx001

SIZE

XXS, XS, S, M ,L

fIBREgLASS ExTREmE
Lightweight shin guards made of glass fibre in absolute top-quality. The glass fibre is extremely solid and absorbs blows and 
kicks to the legs brilliantly. Shock-absorbing EVA inner foam is an extra form of protection and makes contact to the skin more 
comfortable.  

The accompanying ”sock” is SELECT’s popular calf support. It is fitted with an insert to keep the shin in place. The calf support 
is made of 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. It supports the muscles and increases the blood circulation. It minimises the risk 
of injury and improves performance at the same time.

ITEM NO.

64624xx016 

SIZE

S, M, L

gUARd STAyS
• A clever and simple accessory as an alternative to tape

• Helps to keep the shin guard in place

ITEM NO.

7790200111 

SIZE

One size
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Unbeatable
the art of sport

Winning requires a special winning mentality and optimal physical 
performance. Our range of sports supports has something for all 
parts of the body, and an array of winners swear by them - including 
major handball club stars such as Luc Abalo, Hans Lindberg and 
Håvard Tvedten. In collaboration with the latter, we have exclusively 
designed a new support with built-in kinesio tape for the forearm. FC 
Copenhagen and a number of other European football clubs have 
also discovered the unbeatable qualities of these sports supports.

Sports supports



Protection 
without 
compromise

Perforated 
back

SBR-
neoprene

Anatomical
fit

EVA-
pad

With two ranges of sports supports, PROFCARE covers almost every need 
of both elite and fitness level athletes. The elastic range, with basic sup-
ports, is used for supporting minor injuries. The wide neoprene range 
help to prevent injuries by having the right amount of warmth and sup-
port as well as alleviating pain caused by old injuries.

PROFCARE neoprene supports are made in a simple and functional 
design of superlative quality. The specially constructed shape fits  
instantly to the anatomy of the body. The series comprises of prod-
ucts that can be used all over the body including the ankle, calf, 
knee, thigh, groin, elbow and shoulder.

The majority of products found in this range are made of 4 mm, 
hardwearing SBR neoprene, which allows optimal protection 
and freedom of movement. The material is 4-way stretchable 
and therefore retains its elasticity for a long time.

The supports have been specially developed for use on the 
handball court and incorporate shock-absorbing EVA  
pads with an outer material of Armortec® for extra protec-
tion against impact.

The perforated back increases ventilation and ensures 
that the supports feel comfortable, even after long  
periods on the court.

The PROFCARE neoprene supports are used by a 
large number of handball players and clubs playing 
at top international level.



1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

9

NEOPRENE SUPPORTS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

1 Elbow support 6600 22-24 24-26 26-28 28-30 30-32 32-34

1 Elbow support - handball 6601 24-26 26-28 28-30 30-32 32-34

1 Elbow support - handball, youth 6602 20-22 20-22 22-24 22-24

1 Elbow support with splints 6603 22-24 24-26 26-28 28-30 30-32 32-34

1 Compression sleeve 6610 22-25 25-28 28-31 31-34

2 Wrist support 6700 14-16 14-16 16-18 16-18 18-20 18-20

2 Wrist support 6701 14-16 14-16 16-18 16-18 18-20 18-20

2 Wrist support 6702 One size

3 Shoulder support 6500 27-29 29-31 31-33 33-35 35-37 37-39

4 Compression t-shirt with short sleeves (S/S) 6900 89-94 96-102 104-109 111-119 121-130

4 Compression t-shirt with long sleeves (L/S) 6901 89-94 96-102 104-109 111-119 121-130

5 Back support 6410 64-72 72-80 80-90 90-100 100-110

5 Back support with splints 6411 64-72 72-80 80-90 90-100 100-110

5 Thermal trousers 6400 61-69 69-77 77-85 85-95 95-105 105-115

5 Thermal trousers with lycra 6401 61-69 69-77 77-85 85-95 95-105 105-115

5 Compression trousers 6402 61-69 69-77 77-85 85-95 95-105 105-115

5 Compression trousers with pads 6421 69-77 77-85 85-95 95-105 105-115

5 Goalkeeper pants - football 6420 69-77 77-85 85-95 95-105 105-115

6 Knee support with drytex memory foam 6210 30-32 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-40 40-42

6 Knee support with large pad 6205 33-35 35-37 37-40 40-43 43-46

6 Knee support - handball unisex 6202 31-33 33-35 35-37 37-40 40-43 43-46 46-49

6 Knee support - handball women 6202W 30-32 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-40

6 Knee support - handball youth 6203 25-27 27-29 29-31 31-33

6 Knee support with side splints 6204 31-35 31-35 35-40 35-40 40-46 40-46

6 Knee support - 6200 30-33 33-35 35-37 37-40 40-43 43-46

6 Open patella knee support 6201 30-33 33-35 35-37 37-40 40-43 43-46

6 Knee support for jumper’s knee 6207 33-35 35-37 37-40 40-43 43-46

6 Knee support - volleyball 6206 29-33 33-36 36-39 39-42 42-45 45-48

7 Thigh support 6300 45-48 48-51 51-54 54-57 57-61 61-64

8 Calf compression support 6120 32-35 35-38 38-41 41-44

8 Calf support 6110 32-35 35-38 38-41 41-44 44-47

9 Ankle support 6100 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-43 43-46

ELASTIC SUPPORTS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

1 Elastic elbow support 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40

2 Elastic wrist support One size

6 Elastic knee support 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50

6 Elastic knee support with hole for knee cap 30-45 35-40 40-45 45-50

6 Elastic knee support with pad 25-30 30-45 35-40 40-45 45-50

7 Elastic thigh support 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55

9 Elastic ankle support 35-38 38-41 41-44 44-47

Tennis-, golf- and mouse elbow support One size

Knee strapp One size

9 Ankle support 2-parts 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-43 43-46

9 Ankle support with laces “Allround” 35-37 37-39 39-41 41-43 43-46

4 Sports-Bra 60-80 65-90 70-100 75-110

Size chart (measurements are in centimeters) The measurement stated is for guidance. Always try the product first to ensure that the size is correct.



Luc Abalo’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE

Luc Abalo, Paris Saint-Germain
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6600 
ELBoW SUPPoRT
Elbow Support with back in 4 mm SBR-neoprene providing optimal 
warmth effect and front in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene ensuring flexibility in 
the joint. Offers warmth and support to the elbow. Suitable for strains 
and to minimize risk of future injuries.

ITEM NO.

56600xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6602 
ELBoW SUPPoRT -
hANdBALL yoUTh
Elbow Support in 4 mm and 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene. Shock-absorbing 
protection pad with Armortec outer fabric protects against blows or 
falls.

6700 
WRIST SUPPoRT
Wrist Support made of 4 mm SBR-neoprene with double velcro-
closure that ensures optimal support and provides warmth and relief 
to the wrist. Placing the 3,8 cm velcro-closure closest to the wrist 
will increase the support and reduce the flexibility. Placing the 2,5 cm 
velcro-closure closest to the wrist will increase flexibility and reduce 
support.

6702 
WRIST SUPPoRT
Wrist Support in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth and sup-
port. It stabilises and provides relief from pain caused by light strains 
and inflammation of the hand or underarm.

6601 
ELBoW SUPPoRT -
hANdBALL
Elbow Support in 4 mm and 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene Shock-absorbing 
EVA-pad with Armortec outer fabric protects against blows and falls.

6603 
ELBoW SUPPoRT WITh 
SPLINTS
Elbow Support in 4 mm and 3 mm SBR-neoprene. Prevents elbow 
hyperextension injury and minimising the risk of injuries generally. The 
support is easily adjusted into place by using the traversing straps.

6701 
WRIST SUPPoRT
Wrist Support made from 4 mm SBR-neoprene with built-in splint. The 
support heats and compresses and supports the wrist when there is a 
lot of strain on it. Choose between left and right. 

6500 
ShoULdER SUPPoRT
Shoulder Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene with optimal fit. Provides 
warmth and pain relief around the shoulder joint. To be used for over-
loaded shoulder or during rehabilitation.

ITEM NO.

56601xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56602xx111

SIZE

S/M, L/XL

ITEM NO.

56603xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56700xx111 

SIZE

XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

ITEM NO.

56701xx111
56701xx333

SIZE

XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL - Left
XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL - Right

ITEM NO.

5670202111  

SIZE

One size

ITEM NO.

56500xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

Profcare neoprene supports



Igor Vori’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE

Håvard Tvedten’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE
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6410 
BACk SUPPoRT
Back Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth, stability 
and pain-relief for muscles in the back and loin.

ITEM NO.

56410xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56411xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

6411 
BACk SUPPoRT WITh 
SPLINTS
4 mm SBR-neoprene back support. Provides warmth, stability and 
pain relief for muscles of the back and loin. The support comes 
with removable splints and straps for added support.

6400 
ThERmAL TRoUSERS
Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit 
gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention against prob-
lems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers 
are reversible with two colour options.

ITEM NO.

56400xx010

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6400 
ThERmAL TRoUSERS
Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit 
gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention against prob-
lems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers 
are reversible with two colour options.

ITEM NO.

56400xx212

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6400 
ThERmAL TRoUSERS
Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit 
gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention against prob-
lems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers 
are reversible with two colour options.

(Available as long as it is on stock)

ITEM NO.

56400xx545

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6400 
ThERmAL TRoUSERS
Thermal trousers made from 1.5 mm SBR-neoprene. Optimum fit 
gives heat and support and is suitable for prevention against prob-
lems in the groin area and various muscle damages. The trousers 
are reversible with two colour options.

ITEM NO.

56400xx131

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56610xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

6610 
ComPRESSIoN SLEEvE
Newly developed compression sleeve made of 82% polyamide 
and 18% spandex. On the inside of the sleeve is a special ”grippy” 
silicone pattern, which has a kinesiological effect, increasing per-
formance ability. A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and 
comfort. Developed in close collaboration with the Norwegian na-
tional handball player, Håvard Tvedten.



Hans Lindberg’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE

Tobias Reichmann’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE
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ITEM NO.

56210xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56205xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56202xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 
XXXL

6205 
kNEE SUPPoRT WITh  
LARgE PAd
Knee Support made from 4 mm SBR-neoprene and 4 mm perforated SBR-ne-
oprene that gives heat and support. Shock-absorbent EVA-pad with Armortec 
outer material protects angainst blows and shock. The back side is made from 
perforated neoprene which increases the flexibility and the breathability.

ITEM NO.

56202xx999

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL

ITEM NO.

56203xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

ITEM NO.

56204xx111

SIZE

XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

6200 
kNEE SUPPoRT
Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth and support to the knee. 
Back in perforated neoprene increases flexibility and breathability.

ITEM NO.

56200xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56201xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6210 
kNEE SUPPoRT WITh  
dRyTEx mEmoRy foAm
Knee Support made from 4 mm perforated neoprene, Drytex, Memory Foam and 
Armortec. The shock-absorbent Memory Foam-insert protects against blows and falls. 
The Drytex-material increases the breathability, but still retains the heat. The back side 
is made from perforated neoprene which increases the flexibility and the breathability. 
The insert’s outer material consists of a strong and heat-resistant Armortec textile.

6202 
kNEE SUPPoRT -  
hANdBALL UNISEx
Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene with anatomical shape to ensure optimal 
fit. Backside in perforated SBR-neoprene increases flexibility and breathability. 
Provides warmth and support. EVA shock-absorbing pad with outer fabric of 
strong and heat-durable Armortec protects against blows or falls.

6202W 
kNEE SUPPoRT - 
hANdBALL WomEN
Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene with anatomical shape to ensure optimal 
fit. Backside in perforated SBR-neoprene increases flexibility and breathability. 
Provides warmth and support. EVA shock-absorbing pad with outer fabric of 
strong and heat-durable Armortec protects against blows or falls.

6203 
kNEE SUPPoRT - 
hANdBALL yoUTh
Knee Support in 4 mm and 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene with shock-absorbing pad 
made with strong and heat-durable Armortec fabric. Perforated back increases 
flexibility and breathability. Provides warmth and support. Protects against blows 
or falls.

6204 
kNEE SUPPoRT WITh  
SIdE SPLINTS
Knee Support made from 4 mm SBR-neoprene that gives heat and support. 
Opening at the kneecap eases the tension on the kneecap. Wrap-around method 
ensures a continuously good individual fit. Four Velcro straps give better support. 
The aluminium splints can be adjusted slightly at the ends by bending them.

6201 
oPEN PATELLA kNEE SUPPoRT
Open Patella Knee Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth and support 
to the knee. Back in perforated neoprene increases flexibility and breathabil-
ity. Especially suitable for athletes who must avoid direct pressure on knee-cap. 
Aching tendons around the kneecap or pain from damaged cartilage on the inside 
of the patella are often relieved by using this type of knee support.

Profcare neoprene supports



Dalibor Doder, GWD Minden

Dalibor Doder’s Choice
SELECT PROFCARE
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ITEM NO.

56207xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6207 
kNEE SUPPoRT foR  
jUmPER’S kNEE
Knee support in 4-mm SBR neoprene. Optimum relief for Schlatter’s 
and jumper’s knee. Also provides warmth and support to the knee. 
Back in perforated neoprene increases flexibility and breathability.

ITEM NO.

56206xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6206 
kNEE SUPPoRT -  
voLLEyBALL
Comfortable and flexible polyester and spandex knee support. The 
exterior of the pad is made of a strong heat-resistant material, and 
the shock-absorbing EVA Hyper foam protects against blows and 
falls. The open back design eliminates bunching behind the knee.

ITEM NO.

56300xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6300 
ThIgh SUPPoRT
Thigh Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth, support 
and increases blood flow. Suitable  after strains and for rehabilita-
tion of both front and back of thigh. Minimizes risk of future injuries.

ITEM NO.

56120xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

6120 
CALf ComPRESSIoN  
SUPPoRT
Calf compression support in 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. 
Supports the muscles and improves blood circulation. Minimises 
the risk of injuries and improves performance. 

ITEM NO.

56110xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

6110 
CALf SUPPoRT
Calf Support with front in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene and back in 4 mm 
SBR-neoprene ensuring considerable warmth to the calf as well 
as good support. Increases blood circulation which helps soothe 
strains and over-exertions.

ITEM NO.

56100xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL

6100 
ANkLE SUPPoRT
Ankle Support in 4 mm SBR-neoprene. Provides warmth, support 
and pain relief to the ankle joint.
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ITEM NO.

56900xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56900xx000

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56901xx111

SIZE

10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56901xx000

SIZE

10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56901xx222 

SIZE

10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56901xx444

SIZE

10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56901xx333 

SIZE

10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56901xx555

SIZE

10/12, 14/16, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6900 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh ShoRT SLEEvES (S/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way 
stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s anti-
microbial properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch 
makes it extremely comfortable to wear. 

6900 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh ShoRT SLEEvES (S/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way 
stretch that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s anti-
microbial properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch 
makes it extremely comfortable to wear. 

6901 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh LoNg SLEEvES (L/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way stretch 
that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s antimicrobial 
properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch makes it 
extremely comfortable to wear. 

6901 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh LoNg SLEEvES (L/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way stretch 
that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s antimicrobial 
properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch makes it 
extremely comfortable to wear. 

6901 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh LoNg SLEEvES (L/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way stretch 
that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s antimicrobial 
properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch makes it 
extremely comfortable to wear. 

6901 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh LoNg SLEEvES (L/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way stretch 
that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s antimicrobial 
properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch makes it 
extremely comfortable to wear. 

6901 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh LoNg SLEEvES (L/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way stretch 
that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s antimicrobial 
properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch makes it 
extremely comfortable to wear. 

6901 
ComPRESSIoN T-ShIRT 
WITh LoNg SLEEvES (L/S)
Compression T-shirt in 84% polyester and 16% elastane. 4-way stretch 
that provides greater mobility and comfort. The T-shirt’s antimicrobial 
properties prevent the formation of any odour. The flat stitch makes it 
extremely comfortable to wear. 
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ITEM NO.

56421xx111  

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

ITEM NO.

56420xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

6421 
ComPRESSIoN TRoUSERS 
WITh PAdS
Compression trousers in 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. With 
pads on the hips, thighs and tailbone that protect against blows 
and falls on hard surfaces. 4-way stretch that provides greater 
mobility and comfort. The flat stitch makes the trousers extremely 
comfortable to wear.

6420 
goALkEEPER PANTS - 
fooTBALL
Goalkeeper pants in 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene with optimal fit and 
special EVA-reinforcements on the hips protects against blows or 
falls. Provides warmth and support. Suitable to minimize risk of 
groin- and other muscle injuries.

ITEM NO.

56401xx111 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6401 
ThERmAL TRoUSERS 
WITh LyCRA
Thermal trousers made from 1,5 mm SBR-neoprene and lycra.  
Optimum fit gives heat and support. The trousers are very suitable 
for indoor use.

ITEM NO.

56402xx111 

SIZE

8, 10, 12, 14, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6402 
ComPRESSIoN TRoUSERS 
Compression trousers made from 80% polyamide and 20% span-
dex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk of injury.  
A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and comfort. The flat 
seam makes the trousers very comfortable to wear.

ITEM NO.

56402xx000 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6402 
ComPRESSIoN TRoUSERS 
Compression trousers made from 80% polyamide and 20% span-
dex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk of injury.  
A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and comfort. The flat 
seam makes the trousers very comfortable to wear.

ITEM NO.

56402xx222 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6402 
ComPRESSIoN TRoUSERS 
Compression trousers made from 80% polyamide and 20% span-
dex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk of injury.  
A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and comfort. The flat 
seam makes the trousers very comfortable to wear.

ITEM NO.

56402xx444 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6402 
ComPRESSIoN TRoUSERS 
Compression trousers made from 80% polyamide and 20% span-
dex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk of injury.  
A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and comfort. The flat 
seam makes the trousers very comfortable to wear.

ITEM NO.

56402xx333 

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

6402 
ComPRESSIoN TRoUSERS 
Compression trousers made from 80% polyamide and 20% span-
dex. Provide support, stability and minimise the risk of injury.  
A 4-way stretch provides increased mobility and comfort. The flat 
seam makes the trousers very comfortable to wear.
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ITEM NO.

70572xx111 

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

ITEM NO.

7057402111

SIZE

One size

ITEM NO.

70570xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

ITEM NO.

70569xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

ITEM NO.

70571xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L

ITEM NO.

70576xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

ITEM NO.

70561xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

ELASTIC  
ELBoW SUPPoRT
For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

ELASTIC WRIST SUPPoRT
For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

ELASTIC kNEE SUPPoRT
For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

ELASTIC kNEE SUPPoRT  
WITh hoLE foR kNEE CAP
For the support and relief of muscles and joints. The hole ensures 
that no pressure is put on the knee cap.

ELASTIC ThIgh SUPPoRT
For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

ELASTIC ANkLE SUPPoRT
For the support and relief of muscles and joints.

ELASTIC kNEE SUPPoRT 
WITh PAd
Knee support with padded knee pad. Delivered in sets.

ITEM NO.

7032202111

SIZE

One size

TENNIS-, goLf- ANd  
 moUSE ELBoW SUPPoRT
With double pressure points. Relieves overloading of the muscle 
curve under the elbow. Provides concentrated pressure over the 
muscle curve and thereby relieves the tendon attachment of the 
forearm muscles.
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ITEM NO.

7035702111 

SIZE

One size

ITEM NO.

70563xx000

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL

ANkLE SUPPoRT WITh  
LACES - ”ALLRoUNd”
Prevents twisting of the foot. Particularly good support due to the 
laces, which ensure individual adaptation. Use as a preventive 
measure - and for minor ankle injuries. Fits both feet.

ITEM NO.

70360xx111 - Left
70360xx333 - Right

SIZE

S, M, L

kNEE STRAP
Knee strap with relieving pad. Used for Schlatter/Jumper’s knee.

ITEM NO.

56200xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L  
(XS supplied as T1)

ACTIvE ANkLE T2
Superior protection, combining the best stability with optimal function 
of the ankle.

ANkLE vELoCITy doNjoy
Ankle Velocity Donjoy is the best ankle support on the market. Devel-
oped with a mouldable footplate, which ensures optimum fit for all foot 
shapes. Perfect for ankle injuries and ankle injury treatment. Supreme 
protection with exceptional control, optimum fit and amazing comfort. 
Available for both right and left foot.

ITEM NO.

70581xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL

SPoRTS-BRA II
Sports bra made in a 2-layer moisture wicking material - 90% nylon 
and 10% lycra. It has wide shoulder straps and elastic below the 
chest for extra support and a racerback with mesh. The bra is suit-
able for all kinds of sports.

ITEM NO.

70359xx111

SIZE

S, M, L, XL, XXL

doNjoy kNEE SUPPoRT 
WITh SIdE INSERTS
For slight knee injuries and ligament problems. Steel inserts with 
double joints which follow the knee. Hole for the knee cap and 
horseshoe-shaped wedge for pressure on the patella tendon. Must 
not be used for knee ligament injuries. Here, a 4 point brace is used.

ITEM NO.

70564xx111

SIZE

XS, S, M, L, XL

ANkLE SUPPoRT 
2-PARTS
Ankle support 2-parts in neoprene. Used to prevent sprains 
and instability in the ankle joint. Provides warmth, support 
and stabilises the ankle joint. Can be worn on either foot.



Balanced
the art of sport



This category contains everything imaginable for the prevention 
and relief of pain and injuries and general care of the sports body. 
The selection includes medicine bags, balance boards, tape, 
creams and much more. By using these products it is possible to 
achieve a constant balance so that the strong physical ability is 
intact and does not get in the way of the desired results.

Sports care products
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ITEM NO.

7010900112 - with contents

7010900111 - without contents

mINI mEdICAL BAg
Perfect first aid bag for children and young people. 
Contents: 2 ice packs, plasters, scissors, compres-
sion bandage and 1 roll of 3.8 cm Coach tape.

jUNIoR mEdICAL BAg
First aid bag with adjustable compartments. Very durable 
- optimal room. Contents: 4 ice packs, compression band-
age, heat cream with camphor, blister plasters, plasters and 
scissors and two rolls of Coach tape 3,8 cm.

ALUmINIUm  
mEdICAL SUITCASE
Professional case with aluminium frame as extra reinforce-
ment. Spacious with incredibly exible spacing. Especially 
suitable for doctors, physiotherapists and massage thera-
pists for treatment of all kinds of sports injuries.

ThERmo BAg
Thermal bag for various items, e.g. reusable ice packs 
or ice cubes etc.

BATh ToWEL
Soft and comfortable bathing towel made of 100% 
woven cotton. Size: 160 x 70 cm. 

SWEATBANd
For drying off sweat. Made of 85% cotton and 15% 
elastic. Size: 8 x 10,5 cm. Delivered in sets.

SENIoR mEdICAL BAg
Heardwearing medical bag for trainers and coaches. 
Contents: 4 ice packs, compression bandage, muscle 
ointment, 2 blister plasters, 1 roll Strappal tape 2.5 
cm, 3 rolls Strappal tape 4 cm, scissors, plasters, 
heat ointment with camphor. 

WATER BUCkET
Handy bucket with carrying handle. Large, open 
compartment for water and sponge. Bottle holder 
on each side.

ITEM NO.

7011000112 - with contents

7011000111 - without contents

ITEM NO.

7011600001 - with contents

7011600000 - without contents

ITEM NO.

7011300000 

ITEM NO.

7094500111 

ITEM NO.

7012800111 

ITEM NO.

8111500141 

ITEM NO.

6977000111
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1 2

3

Profcare cream and ointments

mASSAgE oIL
Used for all types of massage and is extremely 
gentle on the skin. Contains no colour or perfume. 
Can be used together with the muscle ointments.

SIZE

500 ml

ITEM NO.

7014405000

hEAT CREAm 
WITh CAmPhoR
Typically used before warming up, where it sof-
tens up stiffness in your muscles. The heat cream 
is made of skin-friendly, vegetable and mineral 
raw materials.

SIZE

250 ml

ITEM NO.

7014100000

mUSCLE BALm ExTRA
Used before warming up, training and competition, where long-lasting 
heat and greater blood circulation are required. Has a greater heating  
effect than heat ointment with camphor. Reduces soreness and stiffness 
in the muscles. Very suitable for massaging stiff muscles, also after sport.

SIZE

500 ml

ITEM NO.

7014200000

mASSAgE CREAm
Used for all types of massage.  Produced specially for physiotherapists 
and masseurs. Made from skin-friendly, vegetable and  mineral raw ma-
terials. Contains no colour or perfume. May be used together with the 
muscle ointments.

SIZE

500 ml

2500 ml

ITEM NO.

7014300000

7014325000

mUSCLE oINTmENT 3
Used for chronic muscle problems and sore joints. Has a very strong 
heating effect and may be used against chronic problems from old inju-
ries. Must not be used during the first 72 hours following an acute injury.

SIZE

100 ml

ITEM NO.

7014700000

hEAT oINTmENT 
WITh CAmPhoR
Typically used before warming up, where it softens up stiffness in the 
muscles and skin. Protects against wind and weather. Skin-friendly with 
pleasant, thick consistency. Large content of camphor. May be used 
several times a day against sore and stiff muscles.

SIZE

500 ml

ITEM NO.

7014000000

mUSCLE oINTmENT 2
For more serious muscle and joint problems. Has a greater heating effect 
and is used for difficult and/or old injuries. Must not be used during the 
first 48 hours following an acute injury.

SIZE

100 ml

500 ml

ITEM NO.

7014600000

7014605000

mUSCLE oINTmENT 1
For use on minor muscle problems and sore joints. Provides light heating 
and soothing effect on muscles and ligaments in the injured area. Must 
not be used during the first 48 hours following an acute injury.

SIZE

100 ml

ITEM NO.

7014500000

mUSCLE gEL
Reduces stiffness and soreness. For massaging 
stiff, overworked muscles. Cool/heat exchange 
increases muscle stimulation.

SIZE

250 ml

ITEM NO.

7014800000
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hoT-CoLd PACk
The bag can be used for both cooling 
and warming. The gel provides an op-
timal and long-lasting effect. Ideal for 
RICE treatment. Can be used again 
and again.

ITEM NO.

7012100000

ICE SPRAy
Gives superficial and cooling relief, 
but cannot replace ice pack. Note: 
Use with care, as it can cause frost 
bite on the skin.

ITEM NO.

7012220000

SIZE

200 ml

Disposable bag. Fantastic 
cooling effect. Ideal for 
injuries at sports grounds, 
work and in the home.   

ComPRESSIoN 
SUPPoRT
All-purpose support for Hot-Cold Pack 
and Ice Pack. The amazing insulating 
abilities of the neoprene give a more 
effective cooling.

ITEM NO.

7012900000

SIZE

One size

STRAPPAL TAPE
With extremely strong and skinfriendly adhesive that minimizes the risk of allergic 
reactions. Stable, even in extreme situations. Inelastic and easy to tear. Used at 
top level.

LEUko TAPE P
Strong non-elastic tape with extra adhesive effect. The tape is water-resistant. 
Porous adhesive allows skin to breathe. Is used for McConnell tape technique or 
where extra strong tape is required.

PRoSTRAP TAPE
Inelastic sport tape with powerful adhesiveness. Provides optimal support and 
stability. Porous adhesive allows the skin to breathe. Easy to tear off both side-
ways and longways.

CoACh TAPE 
Standard tape with good adhesive effect.

LEUko TAPE k
Leukotape K wih Pain Relief Technique is an elastic tape, which is applied directly 
onto the skin in the painful area. Distracting signals provide the pain relief. Effec-
tive shortly after application. 

ITEM NO.

7013101000

7013201000

7013301000

SIZE

2,5 cm

4,0 cm

5,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7013202000

SIZE

3,8 cm

ITEM NO.

7010240000

SIZE

4,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7010100000

SIZE

3,8 cm

ITEM NO.

7011725xxx

7011750xxx

SIZE

2,5 cm

5,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7012000002

ICE PACk II
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PRofCARE k
Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for unhindered movement. Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves blood circulation. The tape provides support for the muscles and relieves tension in the muscles. Provides constant compression. Stays on 
for 3 - 5 days. Size: 5 cm x 5 m.

ITEM NO.

7010350111

SIZE

5,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7010350777

SIZE

5,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7010350999

SIZE

5,0 cm

PRofCARE k, PRE-CUT
Profcare K cut to size - 2 pcs. per bag. Comfortable and breathable tape that allows for unhindered movement. Heals and prevents injuries from sport and improves blood circulation. The tape provides support for the muscles and relieves tension in the muscles. 
Provides constant compression. Stays on for 3 - 5 days. 

ITEM NO.

7010350000

SIZE

5,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7010410777

SIZE

One size

Profcare K for the ankle - cut to size 
- 2 pcs. per bag.

ITEM NO.

7010440999

SIZE

One size

Profcare K for the back - cut to size 
- 2 pcs. per bag.

ITEM NO.

7010450999

SIZE

One size

Profcare K for the shoulder - cut to size 
- 2 pcs. per bag.

ITEM NO.

7010460777

SIZE

One size

Profcare K for the elbow - cut to size 
- 2 pcs. per bag.

ITEM NO.

7010420777

SIZE

One size

Profcare K for the knee - cut to size 
- 2 pcs. per bag.

ITEM NO.

7010430999

SIZE

One size

Profcare K for the thigh - cut to size 
- 2 pcs. per bag.
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PLASTERS
Standard plaster for cutting.

ARTICARE AdhESIvE  
BANdAgE
Elastic adhesive bandage. Does not cling to the skin, just to itself.

ComPRESSIoN 
WRAP
Transparent film to keep Hot-Cold Pack and Ice 
Pack in place. Easy to use.

ELASTIC BANdAgE
Support bandage with good elasticity. 
Can be washed and reused.

TENSoPLUS
High quality elastic self-adhesive bandage. Does not cling to your skin, just to 
itself. Easy to apply and easy to tear across. Gives the right support compression 
and stays in place. Can be used repeatedly.

TENSoPLAST
Outstanding elasticity and adhesive properties. Allows the skin to breathe during 
long-term use. No constrictive edges, does not wrinkle, no marks on the skin. 
Good support bandage for fibre, knee and ankle injuries.

Scissors for cutting of tape and bandages.

TENSoSPRAy
Gives a stronger adhesive effect between 
tape and skin.

UNdER BANdAgE
Position between tape and skin for a protective effect. Prevents irritation on ex-
posed areas such as ankles, knees and wrists. Especially suitable for sports 
where taping is widely used.

PRofCARE BLISTER PLASTER 

ITEM NO.

7015400000

SIZE

8,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7015000000

ITEM NO.

7013800000

7013900000

SIZE

8,0 cm

12,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7013606000

7013608000

7013610000

SIZE

6,0 cm

8,0 cm

10,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7015308000

SIZE

8,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7013500000

7013501000

SIZE

5,0 cm

7,5 cm

ITEM NO.

7012700000

SIZE

10,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7013707999

SIZE

7,0 cm

ITEM NO.

7015900000

SIZE

300 ml

Ultra-thin plaster that seems like a second layer of skin. Protects the tender spot 
and provides optimum opportunity for healing.  Size: Includes 2 x small and 4 x 
medium. Comes in packages of 6 boxes.

ITEM NO.

7018500000

SCISSoRS

BLISTER PATChES
Self adhesive protection and pressure 
relief for blisters and sores. Size and 
shape can be cut according 
to use.

ITEM NO.

7015200000

SIZE

25 x 15 cm

Profcare tape and bandages
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SofT ShELL INSoLE
Anatomical, comfortable and shock absorbing lightweight sole. Relieves heel, knee and back pains. Anti-bacterial and patented 
Silvertec surface and ventilated bottom, which leads moist and sweat away from the foot. Slim line design fits almost any kind 
of shoe. Comfort improving shaped heel.

ITEM NO.

70174xx000 

SIZE

XS (35-37, S (38-39), 
M (40-41), L (42-43), 
XL (44-46)

ComfoRT+ INSoLE
Anatomical and comfortable lightweight insole. Extra shock absorbing protection in heel and front foot. Anti-bacterial and 
patented Silvertec surface and ventilated bottom, which leads moist and sweat away from the foot. Slim line design fits almost 
any kind of shoe. Detachable and extra shock absorbing cushion in heel, front foot and arch.

ITEM NO.

70175xx000 

SIZE

XS (35-37, S (38-39), 
M (40-41), L (42-43), 
XL (44-46)

SPoRTS INSoLE
Unisex sole for sports and leisure shoes. Produced in 100% polyester to keep the feet warm. The insole has a gel pad at the 
back which ensures extra support to the heel.

ITEM NO.

70177xx111 28-47

SIZE

hEEL WEdgE WITh  
SofT CENTER SPoT
Relieves and shock absorbs slight pain in the heel/achilles 
tendon. The Soft Center Spot Heel Wedge provides extra 
shock absorption in the most vulnerable area. Stays in perfect 
shape. Hand washable. 100% silicone gel.

ITEM NO.

70172xx000 S (35-38),
M (39-42),
L  (43-47)

SIZE

hEEL CUP WITh  
SofT CENTER SPoT
For increased comfort when running, walking and standing. 
The Soft Center Spot Heel Cup maximises shock absorption. 
Used especially when the heel fat pad is extravasated. Stays 
in perfect shape. Hand washable. 100% silicone gel.

ITEM NO.

70171xx000 S (35-38),
M (39-42),
L  (43-47)

SIZE

ARCh SUPPoRT
Relieves and supports the arch. Produced in polyurethane.

ITEM NO.

70176xx000 S (35-38),
M (39-42),
L  (43-47)

SIZE

hEEL SPUR WITh 
REPLACEABLE PAd
Softens pain caused by heel spur problems. The replaceable 
pad is removed in such cases. Effective shock absorption. 
Stays in perfect shape. Hand washable. Produced from 100% 
silicone gel.

ITEM NO.

70173xx000 S (35-38),
M (39-42),
L  (43-47)

SIZE
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BALL-STIk
Massage ball for strengthening of the muscles, reduc-
tion of tension and  myalgia as well as minimisation of 
fat deposits and cellulite.

ITEM NO.

2455700666 

BALL-PUNkTUR
Small massage ball for softening sore muscles, starting the blood 
circulation and reduction of myalgia. Can be used anywhere and 
is easy to bring along in a bag. Comes in a box with 2 pcs.

ITEM NO.

2453700666

mEdICINE BALLS
Heavy balls for weight training and rehabilitation. Durable and 
easy to maintain. Available in five different weight versions. 

ITEM NO.

2603001111

2603002111 

2603003111 

2603004111 

2603005111 

1 kg.

2 kg.

3 kg.

4 kg.

5 kg.  

SIZE/WEIGHT

BALANCE BoARd II
Two-in-one balance board. A simple, but extremely efficient exercise tool. For rehabilitation after injuries in the ankles and knees 
or pre-emptive exercise. Two exchangeable balls: Large and slow to train balance and coordination. Small and fast to increase 
the level of difficulty.

ITEM NO.

7016800000 
 
7016900000

1 large and   
1 small ball

1 large ball

Massage- and medicine balls
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Use:  
Sports shoes and textiles in all types 
of materials - however not tex-mem-
branes.

Qualities:  
Water-proofs and protects against dirt. 
Very effective.

Application/function: 
Sprayed on. Used regularly for optimum 
protection.

ITEM NO.

8060000250

SIZE

250 ml

Use:  
Sports shoes and textiles in all types of 
materials.

Qualities:  
Cleans.

Application/function: 
Press the brush against the shoe and 
lightly squeeze the bottle, and then brush 
away the dirt.

Use:  
Sports wear with down, sleeping bags 
made from down and down duvets.

Qualities:  
Special fine washing detergent for 
washing down products.

Application/function: 
Used directly in the washing machine. 
Follow the instructions on the bottle 
carefully.

ITEM NO.

8060500250

SIZE

250 ml

Use:  
Sports shoes with smooth and granu-
lated leather.

Qualities:  
Water-proofs, maintains and freshens 
up the colour of the shoe. 

Application/function: 
Sprayed on. Can then be polished to a 
smooth surface.

ITEM NO.

8060900250

SIZE

250 ml

Use:  
Textiles in microfibre and/or with tex-
membrane.

Qualities:  
Detergent incl. bottle for dosages.

Application/function: 
Used directly in the washing machine. 
Follow the instructions on the bottle 
carefully.

Use:  
Sports shoes in all types of materials - 
however not tex-membranes. 

Qualities:  
Cleans and maintains. Especially suit-
able for sports shoes and boots.

Application/function: 
Spayed on wet or dry shoe and cleaned 
off with a sponge or a rag.

ITEM NO.

8060200250

SIZE

250 ml

ITEM NO.

8060800200

SIZE

200 ml

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ITEM NO.

8060400250

8050401000

SIZE

250 ml

1000 ml

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

WoLy SPoRT  
SUPER  
SofTENER III

WoLy SPoRT 
WATERPRoof III

WoLy SPoRT 
PoWER  
CLEAN III

WoLy SPoRT 
doWN &  
WooLWASh III

WoLy SPoRT  
ExTREmE WAx 
CARE III

WoLy SPoRT 
TEx WASh III
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Use:  
Washable textiles in all types of 
materials.

Qualities:  
Water-proofs.

Application/function: 
Used directly in the washing machine. 
Follow the instructions carefully. Not to 
be used with Down Wash and Textile 
Wash.

ITEM NO.

8060700250

SIZE

250 ml

Use:  
Sports shoes in all  materials.

Qualities:  
Removes bad odour and gives a hygi-
enic environment in the shoes.

Application/function: 
Sprayed on for a few seconds. Regular 
use is recommended.

ITEM NO.

8060600125

SIZE

125 ml

WoLy gUm  
BooT CARE
Use:  
For rubber boots and shoes made of 
rubber.

Qualities:  
For care and shine. Colour immersible - 
suitable for all colours.

Application/function: 
Is sprayed evenly and thinly on clean, 
dry shoes. Must be left to dry for a short 
duration and subsequently polished with 
a dry cloth. 

ITEM NO.

8041100000

SIZE

150 ml

WoLy gUm BooTS
Use:  
For rubber boots.

Qualities:  
Protects against drying up.

Application/function: 
Apply with light strokes on a clean and 
dry surface.

ITEM NO.

8041000000

ITEM NO.

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE IN  
SELECTED COUNTRIES

ONLY AVAILABLE 
IN SELECTED 
COUNTRIES

WoLy SPoRT 
mAgIC fRESh III

WoLy SPoRT 
IN WASh
PRoTECTIoN III





Improving
the art of sport

It’s on the training pitch that the foundation for the miracles of the 
match is laid. To help any improvement, we have put together some 
suitable training packages for both football and handball, as well as 
a wide range of products such as free kick figures, agility ladders, 
coordination rings and marker cones created solely for training and 
practising detail over and over again. In addition is a wide range of 
other accessories, such as bags, drinking bottles, bibs, pumps and 
much more.

Match and 
training equipment
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NAPoLI SPoRTS BAg II
• Bag made of strong nylon

• Contains 60 litres

• Dimensions: 66x30x33 cm

SPoRTS BAg II
• Practical boots bag/gym bag

• Contains 9 litres

• Dimensions: 36x44 cm

mATCh BALL BAg
• Bag with space for 6 handballs or 5 footballs

•  Perfect for the match day 

•  Produced in strong nylon

NAPoLI RUCkSACk II
• Rucksack of strong nylon with back  
 padding

• Contains 27 litres

• Dimensions: 33x18x46 cm

NAPoLI TEAm BAg II
• Bag made of strong nylon

• Contains 103 litres

• Dimensions: 82x34x37 cm

NAPoLI TEAm BAg
oN WhEELS II
• Bag made of strong nylon

• Contains 115 litres

• Dimensions: 86x37x35 cm

ITEM NO.

8199000111 

ITEM NO.

8198400111 

ITEM NO.

8198700111 

ITEM NO.

8198600111 

ITEM NO.

8198300111

ITEM NO.

8198500111 

Sports bags

hANdBALL BAg
• Smart bag for one handball

• Ideal for children and youngsters who  
 bring their own ball to training

• The lining is attached by Velcro and   
 can easily be taken off for washing

ITEM NO.

8199100111
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ComPRESSoR PISToL 
WITh mANomETER II
Intended for clubs with many balls. 
Saves time and ensures correct pres-
sure. The pistol’s needle has a built-in 
manometer and can be replaced if worn 
or broken. Incl. 1 needle.

mANUAL ComPRESSoR 
 PISToL  
“AIRBoy”

AIR ComPRESSoR 
mINI
Mobile compressor with manometer.
Weighs just 4 kg.

BALL PUmP - CLUB
Ball pump made of plastic with metal 
needle. Cartons of 12 pcs.

BALL PUmP - mICRo
Compact ball pump made of plastic with plastic 
needle. Pumps on both ingoing and outgoing 
movement. Cartons of 12 pcs.

BALL PUmP 
ANd TUBE
Ideal mini pump with 15 cm valve tube 
made of nylon. Pumps on both ingoing 
and outgoing movement.

ITEM NO.

7891500000 

PRESSURE gAUgE
Pressure gauge to ensure the correct air pres-
sure when pumping up a football or handball. 
With hole for ventilation. Includes valve. Choose 
between analog or digital. The analog version in-
cludes the needle and pressure gauge.

ITEM NO.

7891000000 

vALvE oIL
Prevents leaking and drying of the valve on balls. 
10 ml supplied in boxes with 10 pcs.

BALL PUmP - mINI
Little ball pump made of plastic with metal 
needle. Cartons of 12 pcs.

NEEdLES
Bag with 12 pcs. Plastic or metal.

NEEdLES foR ComPRESSoR 
PISToL WITh mANomETER II
Bag with 2 pcs.

Ball accessories

PUmP TUBE

ITEM NO.

7891500001

ITEM NO.

7890500111

ITEM NO.

7890150222 

ITEM NO.

7890400222

ITEM NO.

7890000111

ITEM NO.

7890400111 

ITEM NO.

7990600111 

ITEM NO.

7991000000 - Analog

7991100000 - Digital

ITEM NO.

7991201000 - 10 ml

ITEM NO.

7990700001 - Plastic

7990700002 - Metal

Needle included.

Can be used for Ball Pump Mini and Club.
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LEAThER BALm
Neutral colour. Ideal for care of 
football boots. 

SoCk TAPEShoELACES - fLAT
Lengths: 90, 120 and 150 cm. Black and 
white. Come in boxes of 12 pcs.

Elastic tape. White, black, blue, red, yellow, green and transparent. 
Size: 19 mm x 20 m

ITEM NO.

8092200000 - 100 ml

ITEM NO.

6609090xxx - 90 cm 

6612012xxx - 120 cm

6615015xxx - 150 cm

ITEM NO.

6553900xxx

REfEREE WhISTLE  
vIkINg SoUNd
Internationally recognised whistle.

REfEREE WhISTLE 
WITh mETAL  
fINgER gRIP

REfEREE WhISTLE 
PLASTIC
Available in small and large.
Pack of 20 pcs.

ITEM NO.

7780900111

REfEREE WhISTLE 
CLASSIC
Classic whistle without ball.

LANyARd
Cord for referee’s whistle. Length 48 cm. 
Pack of 12 pcs.

REfEREE WhISTLE 
mETAL 
Pack of 12 pcs.

ITEM NO.

7781302111

ITEM NO.

7780800111 

ITEM NO.

7781203000

SIZE

Large

ITEM NO.

7781102000

ITEM NO.

7781203111
7781001111

SIZE

Large
Small

Pack of 6 pcs.
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LINESmAN’S fLAg,
AmATEUR
2 pcs. of linesman’s flag.

LINESmAN’S fLAg,
PRofESSIoNAL
Professional linesman’s 
flag with turnable handle. 
2 pcs. in a bag.

BENdABLE CoRNER 
PoLE
With rubber suspension and base. 
Unbreakable plastic - Ø 30 mm.

REfEREE CARdS
Yellow and red. Supplied in pack-
ets with one or six sets.

CoRNER fLAg
Flag in fabric to corner pole. Available in four colors.

ITEM NO.

7490600000

ITEM NO.

7490500000

ITEM NO.

7480000000 

ITEM NO.

7490300xxx

ITEM NO.

7490900000

7490900006

PCS

1 set

6 set

CoRNER PoLE WITh 
mETAL TIP

ITEM NO.

7480200000

Unbreakable plastic - Ø 30 mm.

CLAmP foR 
CoRNER fLAg

ITEM NO.

7490400000

Clamp for attaching flag to the 
corner pole.
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TACTICS BoARd  
- foLdABLE
Foldable and practical tactics board. 
Takes up very little space and can easily 
be taken to the away ground. The white 
board on the back can be used when it 
is folded. Includes magnetic pieces, pen 
and cleaning sponge.

ITEM NO.

7294100000

SIZE

60x45 cm
(w x h)

TACTIC foLdER
Practical A4 size folder for various 
sports. Contains paper, pen and pieces.

TRAININg / fREE 
kICk fIgURE
Great alternative to the professional model. 
160 cm including spike. Easy to fix in the 
ground.

RUBBER BASE foR 
TRAININg fIgURE
Can be used indoors or on an artificial 
grass pitch. Weighted for better stability. 
Bends if one accidentally runs into it.

TRAININg / fREE 
kICk fIgURE
Great alternative to the professional model. 
180 cm including spike. Easy to fix in the 
ground.

mARkINg CoNE
Marking cone made of soft plastic. 34 cm high. 
With holes for pole.

mULTI-TRAINER 
SET
Training set with 2 cones, 3 poles and 2 pole 
holders. The holders have a handy click-
system, which allows the poles to be placed 
exactly as desired, e.g. sideways.

ITEM NO.

7491300111 

7491200555

74xxxxxxxx

SIZE

Pole holder

Pole

Set

Training accessories

ACCESSoRy SET foR 
TACTICS BoARdS
Extra set for tactics boards consisting of 27 small magnetic 
pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

TACTICS BoARd ALU  
- fooTBALL
Tactics board for football. Includes mag-
netic pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

ITEM NO.

7293900000

SIZE

60x90 cm
(w x h)

TACTICS BoARd ALU  
- hANdBALL
Tactics board for handball. Includes mag-
netic pieces, pen and cleaning sponge.

ITEM NO.

7294000000

SIZE

60x90 cm
(w x h)

ITEM NO.

7293508000

SIZE

A4

ITEM NO.

7293801000

TRAININg / fREE 
kICk fIgURE
PRofESSIoNAL
With spike. Easy to fix in the ground. 180 cm high.

ITEM NO.

8318000000

With spike. Easy to fix in the ground. 160 cm high.

TRAININg / fREE 
kICk fIgURE
PRofESSIoNAL

ITEM NO.

8316000000

ITEM NO.

8326000000

ITEM NO.

8328000000

ITEM NO.

8329000000

ITEM NO.

7495600333

WEIGHT

310 gr.
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mARkER SET
Contains 16 yellow, 16 blue and 16 red pieces. 
Height per piece: 7 cm. Weight per piece: 52 g.

ITEM NO.

7495100048 

mARkER SET
Includes 12 yellow and 12 red markers and 
holder with fastener.  Weight per marker: 42 g.

AgILITy LAddER - INdooRS
Ideal for indoor coordination training. Can be connected and extended. 6 m. long. 
Bag included. Made of rubber to prevent sliding on the slippery indoor floor.

AgILITy LAddER - oUTdooRS
Ideal for coordination practice.  Interconnectable for extension. Up to 6 metres 
long. Bag included.

ITEM NO.

7496300555 

TRAININg hURdLE 
Training hurdle for running and 
leaping exercises. Senior 30 cm. A 
course can consist of 6 or 8 training 
hurdles in a row.

ITEM NO.

7496530444 
SIZE

Senior

fLooR mARkER mAT SET   
Set of 12 yellow and 12 orange marking mats. Made in a non-slip rubber mate-
rial, and therefore especially suitable for indoor use, e.g. for handball training 
as a substitute for cones.

ITEM NO.

7491400024

PASSINg PoRT
Port for precision training of passing etc. 
Depth: 33 mm.

ITEM NO.

7496800444

SIZE

50x50 cm

SLALom PoLE
Professional slalom pole in unbreakable plastic. 
Length: 160 cm. Ø 33 mm.

ITEM NO.

7480300000 

RUBBER BASE foR 
SLALom PoLE ANd 
PASSINg PoRT
Can be used indoors or on artificial grass pitches. 
Weighted for better stability. The base ensures 
that the pole bends if one accidentally runs in to it.

ITEM NO.

7481000000 

BAg foR TRAININg hEdgES
Practical bag for traning hedges. 
Can contain 10 senior hedges.

ITEM NO.

8199300111 

BAg foR PoLES
Practical bag for slalom poles  
and corner posts. Can contain  
13-15 pcs. depending on thick-
ness.

ITEM NO.

8199200111 

ITEM NO.

7495000024

Training accessories

ITEM NO.

7496300666

TRAININg hURdLE 
Training hurdle for running and 
leaping exercises. Junior 15 cm. A 
course can consist of 6 or 8 training 
hurdles in a row.

ITEM NO.

7496515666 
SIZE

Junior
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BASkETBALL hooP
Solid basketball hoop with reinforced 
wall fitting. International standard 
measurements. Supplied with net.

ITEM NO.

7394900000 

BASkETBALL NET
Suitable for standard basket hoop.

ITEM NO.

7394800000 

PoP-UP goAL
Handy set of 2 pop-up goals for 
the training pitch or in the gar-
den. The goals can be packed 
away in the accompanying bag 
in no time at all.

ITEM NO.

7470000515 

CooRdINATIoN RINgS
Coordination rings for running
and coordination exercises.
Diameter: 60 cm. 12 rings - 4 x
lime-green, 4 x orange and 4 x 
yellow.

ITEM NO.

7496700000

To the right of the page is a training package for handball training at all levels - designed for indoor use.
The products can also be ordered individually as a supplement - see this and the previous page.

1 x Agility ladder in rubber, 1 x Marking mats  24 pcs., 1 x Coordination rings 60 cm - 12 pcs., 
6 x Multi training poles, 4 x Multi training pole holder with click system, 12 x Marking cones

Training accessories

TRAININg PACkAgE - hANdBALL
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Training accessories

TRAININg PACkAgE 3

 2 pcs. Agility ladders, 6 meters

 6 pcs. Training hurdle, junior 15 cm

 6 pcs. Training hurdle, senior 30 cm

 12 pcs. Coordination rings,  diameter 60 cm

 12 pcs. Passing ports

 12 pcs. Slalom poles

 1 pcs. Marking set, 24 cones

 36 pcs.  Multi-trainer pole

 24 pcs.  Multi-trainer pole-holder with  
  click-system 

 24 pcs.  Marking cones

NB: The rubber base for the pass-
ing port and slalom pole are not in-
cluded in the package. They can be 
purchased separately if the equip-
ment is to be used on pitches with 
artificial grass.

TRAININg PACkAgE 4

5 pcs.  Figures with spikes,  
  choose between 160 og 180 cm.

NB: The rubber bases are not in-
cluded in the package. They can be 
purchased separately if the equip-
ment is to be used on pitches with 
artificial grass.

TRAININg PACkAgE 1

 2 pcs.  Agility ladders, 6 meters 

 1 pcs.  Marking set, 24 cones

  6 pcs.  Multi-trainer pole

 12 pcs.  Marking cones

TRAININg PACkAgE 2

 2 pcs. Agility ladders, 6 meters

 6 pcs. Training hurdle, junior 15 cm

 6 pcs. Training hurdle, senior 30 cm

 1 pcs. Marking set, 24 cones

 24 pcs.  Multi-trainer pole

 12 pcs.  Multi-trainer pole-holder with  
  click-system 

 24 pcs.  Marking cones

Here are four different training packages that have been put together to cover all levels of football training. Suitable for both grass and artificial grass pitches. 
These products can also be purchased separately and can be found on the previous pages.
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hANdBALL BAg
Room for 10-12 handballs.

BALL NET

BIBS  
modEL SUPER
100% polyester. Comes in packs of 12 pcs.

ITEM NO.

7371900000 

100% polyester. Comes in packs of 12 pcs.

CAPTAIN’S BANd
Available in six colours. In the adult size the band has a velcro closing and extra elastics to 
keep in on the arm. The child size has the traditional elastic closing.

fooTBALL BAg
Room for 10-12 footballs.

ITEM NO.

7372000000

Durable nylon ball net. Available in four different 
sizes. 1 ball, 6-8 balls, 10-12 balls, 14-16 balls.

ITEM NO.

7370101111
7370808000
7371010000
7371616000

SIZE

1 ball 
6-8 balls
10-12 balls
14-16 balls

BIBS 
modEL STANdARd

ITEM NO.

68333xxxxx
68333xx111
6833305xxx

COLOURS

Turquoise, light red, green, yellow, orange 
Black
Yellow, orange

SIZE

Mini, Junior, Senior
Junior, Senior
XXL

ITEM NO.

68330xxxxx

COLOURS

Turquoise, light red, green, yellow, orange 
 

SIZE

Mini, Junior, Senior

ITEM NO.

6977800xxx
6977802xxx

COLOURS

Blue, yellow, orange, pink
White, black, blue, yellow, orange, pink

SIZE

Mini
Junior/Senior

Training accessories
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moUTh gUARd
Available in clear and black (black 
only size Senior).

ITEM NO.

6958202000 - Junior
6958203xxx - Senior

dRINkINg BoTTLES 
Transparent drinking bottle in 0.7 l. or 1 l. 

PEdomETER
With the following functions: 
Pedometer (km), clock and mea-
surement of calorie consumption.

ITEM NO.

7491600000

SToP WATCh
With the following functions: 
Timing (1/100 sec.), clock and 
date.

ITEM NO.

7491500000 

joCkSTRAP
With removable codpiece.

mETAL RINg 
foR BIBS
For collecting and storing bibs.

ITEM NO.

6810000000

CARRIER
For 8 bottles.

ITEM NO.

7521008000

ITEM NO.

7521701000
7521600700

SIZE

1,0 liter
0,7 liter

ITEM NO.

69581xx000 

SIZE

S, L

Other accessories
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